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International Day
Cooler today with highs in the I ow 40s.
20 percent chance of early s howers.
Mostly cloudy during the day witl n clouds
decreasing at night and temperE ttures in
the lower 20s.
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Mainly cloudy throughout the week with a
slight chance of rain on Friday. Highs in • the
40s and lows in the high 20s, low 30s .
.

source: nation2 11 weather service

Winona weather will be a
regular weekly feature on pac.
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CIS plans for laptops
vnsy Teff
VINONAN

Winona State University's
computer Information Systems
lepartment is making plans for next
..ar's freshmen, the first class at
VSU with mandatory participation
n the laptop university program.
The approximately 1,500 freshnen attending WSU this fall will
lave the option of leasing a laptop
ornputer through the university or
Tinging in a compatible laptop to
le set up through the program for a
ee. The program will cost $500 per
emester for students leasing a
iachine through WSU and $250
er semester for those who bring
.-ir own machine. Both packages
lclude software, network access

and technology support.
Although a specific model has
not yet been determine :el, a major
concern is keeping the le ;ase fee low
while providing adequal :e technology and support.
"I don't want to add anything in
there that will drive the c cost up; I'm
very concerned about cl iarging students who are on a limit ed budget,"
said Joe Whetstone, n tanagement
consultant for CIS. "Wt ;'re adding
technology to enhance education,
not just technology for the sake of
technology."
CIS is. considering contracting
an outside vendor to run the laptop
program. The vendor we >uld handle
laptop problems and rt ;fer to the
See LUNIAI C, Page 3

WSU international students give presentations at Central
Elementary School to increase global awareness
Val Karsten
WINONAN

Elementary school students,
dressed up in clothing of different
countries and holding th© hand of a
WSU international student, model
their clothing and greet fellow students in each country's manner on
stage at Central Elementary School.
Sixty-two WSU international
students gave presentations about
their countries to Central
Elementary School students and
teachers last Friday for
International Day.
Classrooms were transformed
into 12 different countries where
students learned something about
each country, such as how to speak
and count in different languages or
play a traditional game. Students
rotated through classrooms so they
could visit all 12 countries. Students
also enjoyed a snack from the
"Malaysian Restaurant."
One third-grade student said her
favorite part was going to the different rooms. She liked Kenya the best
because she learned how to play
games. Another student said her
favorite part was being in the fashion show.
The grand finale of the day
included the fashion show, African
and Bangladeshi dancing, a parade
of flags of the countries represented
and a lion dance. The students were
captivated by the lion, which had a
large, bright head and a long tail and
was moved by people underneath it.
At the end everyone joined in the
song, "Love in any Language," led
by international student Bridget
Siew.
"It's (International Day) an
activity in socialization that you
can't put a monetary value on," said
Dr. Jack Kaehler, principal of
Central Elementary. "It brings into
focus that we are a truly global society."
Ted Stuckmayer, a special education teacher at Central, agreed.

Program promotes communication
qriting Across the Curriculum will focus on improving students'
writing, speaking abilities in non-Eng lish classes
T

-talie Hanson

PECIAL TO THE WINONAN

A new program is planned to
lake writing and oral skills an interal part of all students' college
Ireers.
Writing Across the Curriculum
rill emphasize writing-intensive
purses beyond the freshman year.
Students are currently required
pass English lll and
ommunication Studies 191 to
,:duate. These courses, usually
.ught at the freshman level, connitrate on basic skills often
,glected in classes beyond freshen year.
Writing Across the Curriculum
ourages prompt feedback from
rofessors so students can see how
ley are progressing.
"I think (my writing skills) are
,?,ry bad," said junior Sarah
'aniels. "I think a lot has to do with
le teachers."
Daniels said she is frustrated
ith "too laid-back" professors
ho neglect to accurately rate stu-

dents on their writing abil ities.
Although this program is new to
WSU, the basic concept has been
implemented in many schools,
including the Univer sity of
Minnesota.
The program was s uggested
years ago, but plans didi i't begin
until this year.
"Being a social work major, it
would have definitely he Iped my
writing skill and speakin ig skill,"
said WSU graduate Jomo
Lumumba.
A writing assessment i Df freshmen and juniors on last year's
Assessment Day yielded s urprising
results. The writing san vies of
freshmen who had no ;t taken
English 111 were compai .ed with
freshmen who had. A sic gnificant
increase in writing aptitude was discovered among freshmen who had
taken English 111.
Writing samples from a group of
juniors were also compare :d to the
freshmen who had taken English
111. Some of the juniors appeared
to have regressed instead of progressed.

J. Paul Johnson, English professor and Writing Center director
likes the program and is closely
involved with the planning.
"It's not a magic pill, but it's an
encouragement," he said.
He also said writing should not
be limited to the English department. He hopes students will seek
writing-intensive classes in their
own departments.
"Writing is integral to absolutely
every field," he said.
Although the specifics of the
program have not been finalized,
two things are certain. Students
would not be required to take any
additional classes. Instead, courses
'many departments already provide
would be flagged as writing intensive. These classes would require
professors to give thorough, prompt
feedback on written assignments.
Johnson hopes a complete revision of the program will be available by the end of this school year.
If this happens, proposals would be
submitted during the 2000-2001
school year with implementation of
the program the following year.

Jim SewastynowiczAVINoNAN

Lily Yuan (left) shows first graders, Felicia Burt (middle) and Kaitlyn Vietor (right), how to use
chopsticks during the Cross-Cultural Outreach Program's International Day at Central
Elementary School.

"It was a fantastic experience for
the kids," he said.
The day was enjoyable for international students, too.
"I wish we could do it half each
day," said Neda Sanjar, a junior
from Iran, referring to the classroom activities.
A map of the world, prominently
displayed in the main hallway, had
the day's featured countries marked
so students could see where the
countries are in relation to them.
According to Rana Mehroke,
cross-cultural outreach coordinator,
this is the eleventh year of
International Days. WSU international students' average one

International Day per semester.
Mehroke said individual schools
make the initial contact with
WSU's International Office to set
up a date for an International Day.
"We take it from there," said
Mehroke.
Mehroke said he determines the
number of countries presented by
the number of countries participating international students are from.
He puts some countries together,
such as Germany and Russia,
because there are fewer students
from them.
In order to qualify for a scholarship that enables them to pay instate tuition, international students

must complete one major and two
minor cultural outreach projects.
International Day counts as a major
project because it is an all-day
event. A second International Day
is planned for April, to be held in
WSU's East Cafeteria.

"It brings into focus
that we are a truly
global society."
Dr. Jack Kaehler
Central Elementary
School principal

Graphic design becomes major
Raegan Isham

WINONAN
A graphic design major may soon be an option
for Winona State University students. The major
focus of the option, as stated in the proposal, is to
prepare students for entry-level employment in the
graphic design field or for more specialized study
at the graduate level.
Some of the objectives of the option are to
develop excellence in visual design skills, prepare
students with knowledge and skills in design,
drawing, art history and other studio studies and
prepare students with a core of knowledge and
skills in the basic areas of graphic design, including typography, layout, production, illustration and
portfolio development using current digital and
Web-based technologies.
According to Anne Scott Plummer, chairperson
of the art department, all the courses needed to
complete the graphic design option are currently
offered, so as soon as the program is approved, students can declare it as a major. Plummer hopes the
proposal will be approved by the end of spring
semester, so students can declare the graphic
design option this fall.
The option will consist of 66 semester hours
with 42 hours of lower and upper division art
requirements, 15 hours of mass communication
courses and three semester hours each of communication studies, marketing and English courses.
The graphic design option will not require a minor.
Plummer said the department will need to hire a

full-time graphic design expert to teach some of
the graphic design courses and develop new
coursework if the option becomes available. Mary
Coughlan, adjunct professor, is currently teaching
the art department's graphic design courses.
According to Plummer, graphic design courses
have been offered the past 10 years, but the need
for them has recently become more noticeable. She
said the department has always wanted to offer
more graphic design courses. Plummer has
received encouragement from the admissions
office staff due to prospective students inquiring
about a graphic design major.
"Students that are considering art are aware of
all the opportunities of the use of their skills in the
technological society today," said Carl Stange,
assistant director of admissions. "Our students
want to know they can do both."
The mass communication department also sees
the need for and is supportive of a graphic design
option.
"The mass communication department enthusiastically supports the creation of it," said mass
communication chairperson Ron Elcombe.
Elcombe believes adding a graphic design
option would help the growth of the art and mass
communication departments.
Plummer said the idea of a graphic design
option was triggered by demand from both
prospective and current art and mass communication students.
See Design, Page 3
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News Briefs
Forensics results

Eight members of the WSU Forensics Team competed in the
Minneosta Collegiate Forensics Association Individual Events
Championship Tournament at St. Cloud State University Feb. 18
and 19. The team earned second place in the limited entry division team sweepstakes and sixth place team overall in the state.
Individual results include second, fifth, seventh and ninth place
finishes.
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The WSU chapter of the Golden Key National Honor Society
inducted 238 new members and six honorary members on Feb.
27. Golden Key honors the academic excellence of juniors and
seniors in the top 10 percent of their class.
Last year's induction was 150 members. Dr. Gabriel
Manriqur, Golden Key chapter advisor, attributes the increase in
membership to campus awareness through library dedication,
homecoming and other publicity.
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The Student Health Organization is sponsoring a walk-a-thon
to raise money to pay for flu vaccine and supplies for next fall's
flu prevention program. It will be from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. April 8 at
the lake. Everyone is welcome to walk and contribute. The goal
is to raise $4,500. Anyone interested in walking or contributing
can contact Sarah Ford at 453-0070 or Roger Metz at 457-5682.

Professors promoting LUINIAC

Bowlers needed

Amanda Turner

Big Brothers, Big Sisters of Winona is sponsoring "Bowl for
kids sake" April 8 and 9. They need teams of five people who are
• willing to collect at least10 pledges or ask for donations. For
• more information, call Jackie or Pam at 452-2227.
I.

IFO grant money for faculty members

The Feminist Issues Committee will be reviewing proposals in
March for consideration for a two-year $2,000 grant from the
Inter Faculty Organization for a project or research that contributes to the advancement of women in the IFO and MnSCU.
Applications must be postmarked or faxed to the IFO office by
March 17. The grant period extends from April 2000 to March
2002. Grant information and an application outline are available
at the faculty association office and at www.ifo.org .
Life Drawing Co-op

Artists and students are invited to participate in the ongoing
Life Drawing Co-op on the Winona State University campus
through May 18, Mondays from 6:30 to 8 p.m. in Watkins Hall,
Room 210, at King and Winona streets.
The drawing studio is equipped with easels. Participants
must bring their own paper and drawing tools.
All community members and students are welcome. Sessions
are $2 each for students and $3 for all other community members. The Life Drawing Co-op is sponsored by the WSU Art
Department. For more information, contact Anne at 457-5393.
2000-2001 Financial Aid announcement

Students who will need financial assistance for the 2000-01
academic year should file a 2000-01 Free Application for
Federal Student Aid or a Renewal Application as soon as 1999
tax information is available. This application determines eligibility for grants, need-based scholarships, loans and work-study.
Minnesota State Grant eligibility will also be determined from
this application.
Financial aid at Winona State is awarded on a rolling basis as
files become complete. Since certain sources of aid, such as
work-study, are limited, students are encouraged to apply as
early as possible.
New financial aid applicants or others who did not receive a
Renewal Application in the mail should pick up a 2000-01
FAFSA in the Financial Aid Office, Room 108 Somsen Hall.
Students can also apply on the Internet at www.fafsa.ed.gov
instead of using the paper form. Financial aid counselors are
available to answer any questions students or parents have
regarding the application process.
Community Education announcements and classes

For more information on any of the following classes, call
454-9450. Register at the Community Education Office, Room
105A in the Lincoln Building, 654 Huff St., or call 454-9450.
• The COMPASS ABE (Adult Basic Education) class is ongoing during the school year and is for people with a developmental disability or brain injury who would like to learn to read, write,
do simple math or increase their skills in that area. The class
meets Thursdays from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. in Room 102 of the
Lincoln Building, 654 Huff St. This free class is taught by Crystal
Schroeder.
• Bridges is a self-help course sponsored by NAMI and
Community Education's Project COMPASS. This ongoing group
for people recovering from mental illness concentrates on how
to construct a meaningful life. Sessions are from 7 to 9 p.m. the
first and third Mondays of every month at the Winona Senior
Center Craft Room, 251 Main St. The class is free, and no registration is necessary.
• An exercise program is being held for people with multiple
sclerosis, arthritis or other physical disabilities. The sessions will
include stretching, aerobics, relaxation techniques and strengthening exercises and are from 6:30 to 8 p.m. Mondays through
May 2 at Winona High School, Room 145. The program is sponsored by Project COMPASS and the National Multiple Sclerosis
Society, Minnesota Chapter. The cost is $20, payable to
Minnesota M.S. Society.
• A theater basics class is being held from 6:15 to 7:30 p.m.
on four consecutive Mondays beginning Monday at the
Developmental Achievement Center gym, 1721 West Service
Drive. The cost is $8.75.
Scholarships available

Many scholarships are available for next semester. For more
information, see the bulletin board outside the Financial Aid
office or call the office at 457-5628.

The Winonan accepts all news briefs turned in
by Friday noon. Editors reserve the right to edit
for space and content as they see fit.
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Windna
State University's
Laptop Universal University
Access program for integrating laptops into all levels of classroom
education is drawing attention
throughout the Upper Midwest.
Four of WSU's marketing pro* fessors have become spokespeople
for the program because the marketing department was the first to
fully implement laptops in its
courses.
"What makes Winona unique is
we are the first state school to
attempt this," said Dr. James
Bovinet, marketing department
chair. "This is the wave of the
future."
Bovinet, professors Robert
Newberry, Russell Smith Jr. and
Mark Young have been invited to
schools all over the Upper Midwest
to present seminars on LUNIAC.
"They (the schools) want to talk
to someone who has implemented it
(the program)," said Newberry.
"It's a big step between talking
about it and actually implementing

it. It's about a 200-hour job to
switch a traditional course to a laptop course."
Schools have been examining
the marketing department's program from an administration viewpoint as well as from the general
mechanics of establishing the program and the problems involved.
A few schools from the area that
have come to WSU are St. Cloud
State; Minnesota State University,
Mankato; and the University of
Wisconsin-Stout.
While the seminars have been
mostly at universities in the Upper
Midwest, there have recently been
requests from universities farther
away.
The department also gave a seminar last February in Las Vegas for
the American Society of Business
and Behavioral Sciences.
In the seminars the professors
talk about their experiences with the
program, some of the mistakes they
made and the benefits of implementing the program.
The benefit of laptop education
for students is that education experience is immediate. There is no gap

between what students learn in class
and the resea rch done on the same
topic later. Th e research can be done
in class, whit h provides immediate
feedback and practice.
Increased education is also an
advantage. S . tudents and professors
can now cm nmunicate through email and W( :b site schedule postings. Studer its are able to send
homework a.5 ; e-mail attachments.
"We have the ability to communicate at time with students,"
said Bovines :. "Students also gain
increased vi ability in the marketplace becaus e they are more up-todate in techr iology, and that's what
companies w ant."
Newberry also sees many benefits to a laptc ip education.
"It's anotl- ler tool to help with the
delivery of th ie curriculum," he said.
"It changes the delivery, not the
content."
Of the sei ninars Newberry said,
"Generally v re run out of time for
questions. It' s a hot topic."
Bovinet, Newberry, Smith and
Young are also authors of two
papers writ, en on the marketing
department's implementation of the
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LUNIAC

TSC manager hired

Continued from Page 1
"'Technology Support Center only
if needed. The support center
would focus on faculty- and university-owned computers and
general technology support.
Because technology needs freuent updating, Whetstone and
Technical Support Center
Manager Dean Feller are working
to change the current three-year
lease to a two-year lease, making
updated technology available to
students.
Assistant
Director
of
Admissions Carl Stange said
there has been a very positive
response from prospective students who hear about the laptop
program.
# "(The students) are ready for
it, they want it," he said. "Winona
State at least has the infrastructure to make this happen."
WSU's laptop program offers
students the opportunity to work
hands-on with a computer, as well
as technology support and training for any questions or problems
they encounter. This can help ease
students into the technology they
are unfamiliar with.
.

Incoming students may also be
able to take their machines home
for the summer to work with
basic programs and familiarize
themselves with the technology.
This is still in the speculation
stage. Whetstone said this would
also ease distribution during
freshman orientation week, when
laptops have been distributed in
the past.
Feller hopes to add formal
training sessions for students
leasing laptops to answer basic
questions.
"The first few weeks after distribution we get a lot of very
basic questions," he said. "I think
once it settles down things run
pretty smoothly after that."
In addition to finalizing the
machine model and options, CIS
staff will wire all classrooms with
at least one connection for professors' use, and additional rooms
will be wired so all students in
the class can connect their
machines. The current WSU network will also be updated to support additional students on the
Internet.

Missy Teff
WINONAN

coMP
.

Photo Illustration by Jenny Butler/WiNoNAN

As Winona State University transforms into a laptop university, a mandate for all incoming freshmen to have a laptop has
been issued. The LUNIAC program hopes these computers
will help enhance students' education.

Dean Feller has been hired as
Winona State University's new
Technical Support Center manager
to replace Dave Gresham, who is
now the Network Services
Manager.
Feller formerly was the GE
Capital Specialist at WSU, working
with hardware and software support
of the university laptop computers.
"I'll miss that," said Feller.
"Now I'm moving away from the
hands-on part and moving to more
of a management position."
Feller started working for WSU
part time through GE Capital. He
was hired as a full-time consultant
in May.
"I was a second line of support
for the Support Center," said Feller.
"They would come to me if they
didn't know the answer."
Feller is currently training
Wayne Browne, his replacement for
the GE Capital position, implementing new software programs to
improve service and working on
plans for next year's laptop program.
"The new Help Desk software
will improve responsiveness, track
(phone) calls," said Feller. "It
should be implemented before the

end of the semester."
Feller will be responsible for an3i
projects put on hold after Greshanileft.
"I think we need to get up tel
speed very quickly, especially witil
all the laptops on campus this next
year," said Feller. "I enjoy doing
that, getting (the laptop program)
ready, but it is a lot of work. Until
you do it, you just can't imagine."
Many Computer Informatioti
Systems staff members are happy td
see the position filled.
"I think (Feller) is a very mold;
fitting individual who will benefit
the Technical Support Center," said
Macintosh Specialist Marc Haugel
"He's always given 100 percent td
Winona State University."
Help Desk Analyst Laurid
Holstetter said, "It's great for the
university. It's like he's part of the
university — he knows what's going
on. I think we all kind of consideret
him a part of the department. Now
he just has a say in things."
Although his career involvel
working with computers, Fellet
earned a degree in psychology from
the University of Minnesota - Twin
Cities and worked 15 years in soci4l
science before pursuing a degree in
computer science at Austin
Technical College.
1

WSU may transfer tech credits
Sarah Spencer
SPECIAL TO THE WINONAN

Winona State University is making strides toward accepting transfer students from technical colleges
as well as community colleges and
other universities.
Academic Affairs Curriculum
Committee (A2C2), a committee of
about 30 WSU faculty members, is
considering creating a blanket
transfer policy for students of St.
Paul Technical College to attend
WSU.
"We were asked to look at St.
Paul Tech's proposal," said A2C2
chairman Kelly Herold. "The state
legislature wants us all to be on the
same page, but at the same time
we have to be careful that we don't
lower our standards."

Design

Continued from Page 1

The art department sent a survey last summer to all students
who graduated with an art major
or minor within the last five
years. Of the responses the
department received, more than
half the jobs WSU alumni had
were related to the graphic design
'field. Alumni said more coursework and experience with graphic
design would be beneficial to students.

"The results of that alumni
survey really proved to us what
we expected," said Plummer.
A proposal for the graphic
design option was developed last
spring by the art department. Paul
Burmeister, a graphic design professional and previous graphic
design and art professor at WSU,
gave suggestions for the proposal. After the department modified
it, the proposal was submitted to

Peter Henderson, dean of Liberal
Arts. It will need to be approved
by the Academic Affairs and
Curriculum Committee, the Inter
Faculty Organization, Faculty
Senate, vice president of
Academic Affairs Steven
Richardson and President Darrell
Krueger.
"We hope that it will be
approved," said Plummer. "I can't
imagine why it wouldn't be."

WSU's current policy is for students at tech schools to go through
an evaluation process with the
admissions office.
"Currently we use admissions to
see what courses transfer," said
Herold.
From admissions, the process
moves to each department for individual course evaluation.
Traditionally technical schools
do not offer students a liberal arts
education that would make transferring an easier process.
"People with a liberal education
are very attractive to employers
right now, as well as skilled individuals," said Herold. "We believe
in a broad education. We're teaching people to be citizens, not just
skilled individuals."
WSU would be more likely to

accept someone who has taken
speech, English, history or similar
general education classes while in
technical college.
Individuals admitted to WSU
would likely set a precedent for others from the same tech school to
follow.
"As of right now, there is no
blanket agreement that fits all technical colleges," said Herold.
If all departments agree and the
St. Paul Tech proposal goes
through, it would mean a package
deal for them, so applicants wouldn't have to go through individual
evaluations.
"We're a long way from that,"
said Herold.
A2C2 deals with general education substitutions for transfer students and course changes at WSU.

The Winonan is
looking for news
writers.
Anyone interested
in writing for the
rest of this semester or the Fall
2000
semester should
apply at the
Winonan or call
Jen Selby at 4572425. Attach samples of your writing
to the application.

(heck this spot next issue
for weekly weather reports!

BANGLADESH NIGHT
2000
"Make . a new era tonight in this millennium"

••#

Little Caesars Pizza
WINONA MALL
1201 GILMORE AVE

452-8752
LIMITED DELIVERY AREA TO
ENSURE SAFE DRIVING AFTER 4PM

SMALL
ONE TOPPING
PIZZAS!

99

LARGE ONE
TOPPING
PIZZA!

MEDIUM
ONE TOPPING
PIZZA wrrH
CRAZY BREAD
&CRAZY SAUCE!

99
PLUS TAX
EXIRES 3-8-00

PRICE INCLUDES DELIVERY

99
PLUS TAX
EXIRES 3800

PRICE INCLUDES DELIVERY

MEDIUM
ONE TOPPING
PIZZAS!

99
PLUS TAX
EXIRES 3-8-00

PLUS TAX
EXIRES 3-800

PRICE INCLUDES DELIVERY

Dinner Chair: Kazi Islam
Phone: (507) 454-8721
islamkt@yahoo.com

PRICE INCLUDES DELIVERY

SUPER! SUNDAY!
ofl MEDIUM
ONE TOPPING $299
PIZZA!
PLUS TAX
EXIRES 3-8-00
SUNDAY ONLY

PRICE INCLUDES DELIVERY

Saturday, March 25, 2000
East Cafeteria - Kryzsko Commons
6:30 p.m.

"TICKET"
Adult $12, Children $8 and WSU Students $10 (ID required).
Tickets available in Lower Hyphen, Great Hunan Restaurant
International Office, or call 454-8721.
For more information please contact:
Shafeen Hussain.
Phone: (507) 494-0252
or
Mary Thorne, 457-5303 (International Office)
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Alcohol sanctions deter repeat offenders
Julie Hawker
WINONAN

Winona State University's alcohol guidelines made about three
years ago have caused on-campus
residents to refrain from committing major offenses. However the
stricter consequences have not
deterred students from committing
minor offenses.
According to John Ferden, director of auxiliary services, the number
of repeat alcohol offenses is down.
But whether or not stricter rules
have made a difference in changing
students' behavior isn't as clear.
"Some people have been affected by the changes, and some
haven't; in theory the rules and consequences work, but they're not
always enforced like they should
be," said third-year student
Matthew Lebak, Prentiss Hall resident.
Lourdes/Loretto halls director
Darrin Dahl agreed that repeat

offenses have gone down.
"It's not meant to punish," said
Dahl. "It's meant to influence a
change in behavior, and people
modify their behavior when there
are stiffer consequences."
The judicial process outlined in
the residence hall guidebook states
residence life staff members' primary purpose is to help all students
in the pursuit of an education,
growth as an individual and development within the halls' community. Part of this process involves
ensuring all residents' rights are
protected and in compliance with
established guidelines.
"The residence halls are too
crowded that individuals violating
these guidelines become disruptive
to others," said Ferden.
Some believe the stricter rules
have worked in some areas but not
in others.
"The stricter guidelines have
worked for preventing major incidents with alcohol, but not things

like a few beers in your room," said
freshman Brian Hill, Prentiss Hall
resident.
Because of the stricter rules,
more students act with caution
where alcohol is concerned.
"I think people are more careful
so they don't get caught, because
they know what consequences they
will face," said freshman Katie
Sudmeier, resident at Conway Hall.
The old guidelines gave students
"two chances" with their first major
offense: first-time would be put on
probation and community service
hours, and repeater offenders would
have their contract terminated,
meaning they would have to move
out of the hall within 72 hours of
the disciplinary hearing.
Under the new guidelines firsttime offenders receive termination
of contract with the residence hall.
Just as the major offenses have
become stricter, so have the minor
offenses. The consequences for
minor offenses are now the same as

the major offense consequences
were according to the old guidelines; first offense -- community
service and probation, second
offense — termination of contract
with the residence hall. The new
sanctions were implemented to
deter drinking and repeat offenders.
"I think it's a good idea to have
stricter rules, to prevent the bad
things that come from alcohol,"
said freshman Jessica Hedrick, resident of Conway Hall.
Ferden said the policies are
more stringent and the university is
very serious with taking action by
enforcing these rules.
Information pertaining to the
WSU Student Conduct Policy,
including the Student conduct
code, may be obtained in the
Student Affairs office (Kryzsko
130) or from the Student Affairs
Web site at
http://www.winona.msus.edu/sa/in
dex.html.

How WSU became purple Warriors
Elizabeth Jacobs
SPECIAL TO THE WINONAN

Go back, back, way back to the
time when the Winona State
Warriors became the Warriors.
Back to the time the colors were
first chosen, back to the time the
name was first used. Back to when
they began.
There is a lot of history behind
the Winona State Warrior name
and image. The first use of the
word "Warrior" was in a 1937
"Weenona" yearbook. Before the
Warrior name was used, the athletic teams were referred to as The
Purple. The football team was
nicknamed The Pilgrims because
of the progress they made.

The meaning of
the Warrior name
and Trojan Warrior
logo is no longer
known. The logo
and name were discussed a few years
ago when Native
American groups
protested against
the use of their
sacred symbols
and names for entertainment p urposes. It was determined that the
name was not meant in a defamatory way because the logo is meant
to be a Trojan Warrior, not a
Native American.
Tom Grier, Public Information
Director for Winona State has

done research in the
past on the history of
the Warrior name.
Though it cannot be
proven without documentation, Grier
believes the logo has
not changed since it
was adopted.
The colors purple
and white have been
with Winona State
teams since the first intercollegiate
football game in 1895 at Winona
State Teachers College.
The official colors have also
not changed since first chosen.
You may ask why the basketball
uniforms and gym are navy blue.
The athletic office is also fur-

nished, carpeted and painted blue.
Speculation is that the navy
blue colors were chosen because
Northwestern Purple is hard to get.
Officials began to look into this
theory and realized that it was
false. The color is not hard to find
and is not expensive.
This realization, as well as
complaints by Winona State
Alumni about the use of blue
instead of purple, has influenced
changes.
It is hoped that soon all Winona
State athletic teams will have purple uniforms and there are tentative plans to paint the basketball
gym purple.

2000

Orientation
program expands
Bill Radde
WINONAN

The Winona State University
freshman orientation program
will undergo changes next fall.
WSU alumni and retention
program coordinator Wayne
Wicka will be the student leader
coordinator of the freshman orientation program.
"I hope to become more
involved with students, and I am
looking forward to working with
incoming students," said Wicka.
The freshman orientation program currently has a full staff of
orientation leaders. The program
welcomed 39 first-year orientation leaders and 18 returning
leaders. The number of leaders
grew slightly due to the large
incoming freshmen class. Last
year's freshmen class was about
1,200 students, and enrollment
for the upcoming year is expected to be about 1,500 students.
The increased enrollment is also
leading to minor refinements in
the program.
"Due to the increase we will
have to add more classes, leaders
and faculty to try to keep the
groups as small as they were
before," said Director of
Advising and Retention Barbara
Oertel, who oversees the program.
In last year's review of the
program many freshmen complained of the lack of student
activities for the first week. In

order to help solve the problem a
committee was established to
brainstorm various activities,
such as a WSU club fair, a tour of
Winona, an outdoor movie, intramurals and hypnotist Jim Wand.
Wicka will be working with the
returning leaders to build upon
their many ideas.
"What the leaders have mentioned will not go unnoticed," he
said.
The orientation leaders will
be responsible for establishing a
minimum of three contacts with
their assigned students.
The orientation program will
begin Aug. 23 with a leader training review Aug. 22. Leader
training this spring will consist
of four sessions. Session one will
help leaders get to know eac'
other so they can work as a team.
Session two will consist of icebreaker presentations and returning leaders sharing past experiences. Leaders will also be
trained on the four major orientation concepts: substance and sexual abuse, cultural diversity, time
management/ study skills and
group activities. Session three
will include many guest speakers, and session four will offer
the leaders an opportunity to prc
sent to everyone else.
"Our goal is to strengthen the
incoming students commitment
to the university," said Wicka.
"This is going to be a great pro-_
gram that is only going to get
better."

Look for the next issue of the
Winonan March 29.
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Empl yment

Employment
CITY OF APPLE VALLEY SEASONAL SUMMER JOBS

The City of Apple Valley is accepting applications for the following
summer seasonal jobs.
• Maintenance Workers- 40 hrs/wk(minimum age 18)

$7.55/hr

parks, Water park, Streets, Golf Course, Utilities

• Recreation Program Leaders- 30-35 hrs/wk (minimum age 18)
$7.55/hr
$7.55/hr
(minimum
age
18)
30-35
hrs/wk
• Integration Specialists• Recreation Leader Assistants-25hrs/wk (minimum age 16) $7.55/hr
$7.55/hr
• Puppet Performers- 40 hrs/wk (minimum age 16)
• Lifeguards- 25-35 hrs/wk (Ellis License Required) (Min. age 15)
Lifeguard interviews will be conducted between Mar. 6- Mar 24

Need a great job that allows you
to work around
your class schedule?

Drive School Bus
approximate times 7:00 am- 8:15
am & 2:45 pm- 4:00 pm. Pay
based on $14 per/hr, plus bonus.
Morning, afternoon or all day
routes. Apply now!
Call Phillips Bus Service
454-5677
ask for Jeff

$7.95/hr

$8.45/ hr
• Water Safety Instructors-30-35 hrs/wk (minimum age 17)
(Certification Required)
$8.45/hr
• Water Park Office Assistant (minimum age 17)
$7.15/hr
• Concessions- 30-40 hrs/wk (minimum age 15)
• Front Gate Attendant/Water Park- 30-40 hrs/wk (Min. age 16)
$7.15/hr
$6.45/hr
• Pool Monitor- 25-30 hrs/wk (minimum age 14, prefer 15)
• Golf Course-Outside Services (Starter/Rangers, Cart Attendants)
$7.15/hr
Pro Shop, Concessions, and Food Service Attendants.
Min. 20 hrs/wk. (Minimum age 18)

Application Deadline: Lifeguards-March 24, 2000. All others: March
31, 2000 or when positions are filled. Applications received after
March 31 will be reviewed on an "as needed" basis. Applicants selected for interviews will be notified by mail beginning in mid-April.
Employment decisions will be based on qualifications and availability.
Applications available at: Apple Valley City Hall
14200 Cedar Ave.
Apple Valley, MN 55124
By telephone: TDD for hearing impaired 612/953-2533 or 612/953-2500

To place an ad in the Winonan,
contact Jess or Amy in the Winonan Office at 457-5677.

SUMMER IN CHICAGO
Child care and Light Housekeeping
for suburban Chicago families.
Responsible, loving, non-smoker
Call Northfield Nannies
847-501-5354

Twin Cities Student Painters is hiring Operations Managers and
Painters for full-time summer
employment. Starting wages:
Painters $9/hr
Operation Managers $11/hr
Call (888) 695-1313
or access
www.tcstudentpainters.com
for more info.

Employment
RIVERBOAT CREW
Come aboard Mississippi Riverboats
this summer! Boat, Office & Photo
crew needed for passenger vessels
in St.Paul and Mpls. Full time seasonal positions available APR thru
OCT; variety of hours. Start
$8.00/hr., PLUS incentivies.
Padelford Packet Boat Co.,
Harriet Island
St. Paul, MN 55107
651-227-1100 or 800-543-3908
website: www.padelfordboats.com

Wanted
Wanted!
Various pieces of sturdy used furniture- cheap or free for the hauling:
small dresser, easy chair, metal
kitchen chairs, TV stand, end table.
Leave message for Chris at
454-7155 ext #48

Spring Break
Going to Mazatlan?
Try our nightly PARTIES Like,
Dinner At Senor Frog's + 7HRS
Free Drinks for ONLY $20!
PARTY with riot Summer

March
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SPOTLIGHT
See the March 29
issue of the
Winonan for a
preview of
Winona State's
International
Week.

Chef Steve brings smiles to WSU
Amanda Leonhardt
-

WINONAN

W

inona State University
students could not ask
for a more cheerful face
to greet them at the dinner line
,-than that of their very own Chef
Steve York. Chef Steve, as he is
often called, joined Chartwell's
Dining Service and came to WSU
in July, bringing with him his
expertise in ethnic cuisine.
Chef Steve is originally from
.indianapolis. When he was in
fourth grade, the nuns at his school
asked the students what they wanted to be; Chef Steve declared he
was going to be a chef and everybody laughed. But that's exactly
,ghat he's done.
Chef Steve was an apprentice of
a French chef in Indianapolis for
seven years. He worked in private
restaurants for 10 years and then
country clubs for 23 years. Chef
Steve spent the nine years previous
'o coming to WSU in Stevens
Point, Wis., where he worked with
the University of WisconsinStevens Point theater and dance
department. He also had a television cooking show in Wausau,
Wis.
Joanne Bradley, Chartwell's
director of foodservices, said she
and other Chartwell's staff chose
York because of the benefits he
would bring to WSU.
"He was a regional chef, experiInced with television shows and
would be good for the new programs we wanted to implement
here."
Chef Steve has started a new
program at WSU: Once a month, a
residence hall group of about 20
§tudents comes to the kitchen for
-

Lisa

M.

Sanders/WINONAN

Winona State University's Head Chef Steve York stands with his dinner creations Friday night.
All dishes were made with jalapenos in honor of Jalapenos Month.

cooking classes. He loves to teach
people and offers private lessons
to interested individuals.
He is also thinking about starting a formal cooking course on
campus.
Chef Steve also uses his expertise outside of the WSU cafe. Chef
Steve recently won a chili contest
at Rascal's Bar.
"There really wasn't much to
it," he said.
But there was a lot to his chili.
Chef Steve won first place in both

the vegetarian and meat categories
out of about 30 entries. Chef Steve
said he learned how to make the
award-winning chili from his
father.
The recent honors at Rascal's
chili competition weren't Chef
Steve's first in the area of cooking.
In 1998, he won the bronze medal
at the National Seafood Challenge
in Charleston, S.C. He's won gold
and silver medals in Indiana state
culinary shows. Chef Steve was a
member of the American team for

the 1988 culinary Olympics in
Frankfurt, Germany. The team
earned a special mention for its
cookbook, "Touch of Gold."
Although he has received many
accolades, Chef Steve is most
proud of his honorary membership
in the Chands Rottisser Society.
The society is based out of Paris
and was started in A.D. 1048.
Cooks can't just join the society —
they must be invited to join as honorary members. The society focuses on the art of cooking over an

open fire.
Having varied cooking experiences in other countries, Chef
Steve considers working with ethnic food and people from other
cultures to be one of the perks to
his job.
"One of the neatest things about
Winona State is international students," he said.
He helped prepare the Soul
Food Dinner held Feb. 12 at WSU.
"They said it was the best they
had ever had," he said.
Working at Winona State has
been a positive experience for
Chef Steve.
"I really like the ethnic diversity here," he said. "Everyone has
been really friendly and very open
to what we're doing."
He said he wanted to work with
Chartwell's because it is one of the
largest college food providers in
the country.
Chef Steve specializes in Greek
food, likes to eat spicy foods and
makes a lot of stir-fry dishes at
home. His favorite restaurant is
Tavern on the Green in New York
City.
"I really enjoy getting involved
with food," he said. "It's a universal
language that everybody speaks."
When Chef Steve isn't busy in
the kitchen, he's probably woodworking, listening to his diverse
music collection or at the theater.
He loves to go to live shows and
has been to all the productions at
WSU this year.
So next time you're in line for
dinner and you see Chef Steve
whipping up something tasty, say
hi. In addition to getting a good
meal, you're sure to get a smile in
return.

Annual dinner program offers
peek into Bangladeshi culture
Watkins gallery exhibit open through March 10
The current exhibition in Watkins Gallery, titled "Figural
Works in All Media," will run through March 10.
The exhibit features artists from several Minneapolis galleries, including Thomas Barry Gallery, Circa Gallery and the
Icebox Gallery. The eight artists featured in the show are:
Doug Beasley, photographer; Perci Chester, sculptor;
Howard Christopherson, photographer; Edith Garcia, sculptor; Ray Gromney, painter; Shana Kaplow, painter; John
Neuse, printmaker/painter; and Scott Seekins, painter.
The show presents a wide range of themes, interpretations and stylistic approaches used by artists in dealing with
the figure.
Visitors are advised to preview the exhibition before
allowing young viewers into the gallery.

St. Paul Chamber Orchestra to perform March 23
The St. Paul Chamber Orchestra will perform a concert at
Winona State University at 8 p.m. March 23 in Somsen
Auditorium.
The Orchestra is conducted by Osmo Vanska, and this
concert features the Eroica Trio. The concert is presented as
part of the WSU 1999-2000 Lyceum Series Season.
Tickets are $10 for the public, $6 for WSU students and
senior citizens. They are available only at Hardt's Music, 116
E. 3rd St. in downtown Winona.

WSU Wind Ensemble performs Thursday
The Winona State University Symphonic Wind Ensemble
will perform a concert at 7:30 p.m. Thursday on the
Performing Arts Center Mainstage. Tickets are $5 for adults
and $3 for students.

First Cello Day set for Saturday at WSU
The first Cello Day will be Saturday at Winona State
University. Guest clinician Robert Jamieson, former principal
cellist of the Minnesota Orchestra, will hold a master class at
10:30 a.m. and perform from 1 to 2 p.m. The class and
recital will be free.
The day will open with a welcome and registration at 10
a.m. and close with a reception at 3:30 p.m.
For more information, call Paul Vance at 457-5254.

Arts and Variety briefs are included when space permits.
The Winonan accepts all briefs submitted by Friday noon

Lauren Osborne

event and use the main-campus cafeteria to do the majority of the cooking
the day of the dinner.
"It wouldn't be complete without
n ethnic menu and new culother people's help," he said.
tural entertainment will highAfter dinner Bangladeshi students
light this year's Bangladesh
will
provide various forms of cultural
Night 2000, the first international dinentertainment.
The event's entertainner of the calendar year. It will be
ment
chair
Shafeen
Husain, who is
Shihan Chowdhury
held at 6:30 p.m. March 25 in the East
also
the
BSF
sports
coordinator,
hasBangladesh Student
Cafeteria of Kryzsko Commons.
n't
yet
decided
what
the
program
will
Sponsored by the Bangladesh
Forum member
include
but
is
considering
a
cultural
Student Forum of Winona State
dance, vocal performance, theatrical
University, the annual event will open
piece,
magic
show
and fashion show featuring
with remarks from WSU President Darrell Krueger,
Bangladeshi
costumes
and styles. A three- to fourInternational Services Director Terri Markos and BSF
minute
slide
show
will
offer
attendees an overview of
faculty advisor Narayan Debnath. Dinner will follow
Bangladesh,
its
inhabitants,
history
and culture.
the speeches.
"The
main
purpose
of
this
program
is showing the
"Each year we try to make better foods," said BSF
Winona
community
what
our
culture
is,
background of
President and dinner chair Kazi Islam. "Every year has
our
country,
customs,
foods,
entertainment...,"
said
been different."
Khan.
This year's menu will feature ethnic dishes prepared
Because March 26 is the Bangladeshi Independence
with Bangladeshi spices and ingredients from a southeast Asian specialty food store in Rochester, Minn. Day, the evening's entertainment will celebrate their
Attendants will be able to sample kopy bora, an appe- freedom. It will also reflect the event's theme: "Make a
tizer of fried cauliflower; deshi, a salad with tomatoes, new era tonight in this millennium." BSF member
lettuce, cucumbers, bell peppers, carrots, onions and Shihan Chowdhury, who is helping coordinate
Bangladesh Night 2000, said part of the club's goal is to
black pepper mixed with yogurt; aloor chop, potato
relate
the previous millennium to the new one and celekebabs with minced meat inside; bhaji, an entree with
brate
the
similarities and differences.
cauliflower, broccoli, potato, bell pepper, spices and
Islam
expects about 300 guests to attend the event
parmesan cheese; motor polou, steamed and fried rice
and
advises
interested people to buy or reserve tickets
with peas and ethnic seasoning; and kebab, minced meat
early.
prepared with ethnic spices.
"We can make a promise to people that they will
All meat served at the dinner will be halal, the
enjoy
it," said Chowdhury.
Islamic equivalent to Jewish kosher.
Tickets
are $12 for adults, $8 for children and $10 for
"The focus of the night is to present the
WSU
students
who present their student ID. Tickets are
(Bangladeshi) culture as well as our food," said food
available
in
the
Lower Hyphen of Kryzsko Commons,
chair Habib Khan.
the
WSU
International
Office or the Great Hunan
Khan and eight to ten other students make all of the
Restaurant
downtown
on
3rd
Street. Reserve tickets by
appetizers, salads, entrees and desserts to be served. He
calling
454-8721.
said they will begin preparing food the day before the
WINONAN
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V V e can make a
promise to people
that they will enjoy
i t."

My Own Non-Virtual Space

Web surfing in Cancun
nly a few days until spring
break. If you're like me,
0 you've planned a funfilled, action-packed vacation of
sitting on your butt at home wondering why your friends don't have
break the same time as you. If
you're not ince me, you're traveling
to enjoy the SWB: Sun, Women
and Beer. In any case, you'll need
some mobile accessories so you
can bring your laptop with you. ,
Your first concern should be
power. If you're not staying in an
ultra-modern Hilton or Embassy
Suites, you'll need a surge protec T
tor. I recommend APC's Notebook
Pro. It's small and has modem and
telephone protection. You mal
want a second battery if you're
going to be touring Mayan ruins for
a few days; www.igo.com has 'a
good selection of batteries but for
the newest models. You also need
to consider the outlet. You may
need to purchase a converter kit of
the region you'll be traveling in. A
more green solution is a solar panel
designed for the power needs of a
laptop.
Now that your power is taken
care of, a complete travel kit needs
the right accessories to get the job
done. With the advent of USB, the
need to carry around accessories
with bulky cables is over. USB
eliminates the worry — well, usually — of your device not working
or forgetting the software. While
on the beach, your touchpad or
eraser-head should do. Back at the
hotel you may want a mouse. I like
to go with either the Kensington
USB scroll mouse or a cheap Basic
model at $5 to $10 — a small loss
if it gets left behind. If you've
already got several USB accessories, consider a hub, which adds
several ports for the price of one.
Targus has a tiny one at only 2.5
ounces.
Unless your vacation is in
Chicago, you need to worry about
theft. Your notebook should have a
Kensington lock port. Look on
your notebook for a tiny slot with a
chain or lock symbol next to it; this
allows you to secure your notebook
to a desk or other nonmovable
object. Several companies offer
cable locks, but make sure it is
compatible with Kensington Lock
or Lock Slot. For greater security,
consider the Targus Defcon 1 or
other electronic locks.
Next is connectivity. While on
campus all you need is a PC Card
and a network jack, but on the road
they aren't every 50 feet. If you
plan on traveling a lot, you'll need
a PC Card modem and an Internet
provider. If you aren't signed up
for a national service back home —
such as AOHe1I, MSN, Earthlink,
etc. — consider one of the free
providers while on the road.
Altavista, Yahoo! and
www.freei.net all offer free, nearnational coverage. While it may
not be the speed we have here, it'll
get you your Web-based and school
e-mails.
Aside from e-mail, many companies offer free online storage.
Sites like XDrive, FreeBack and
idrive offer 10 to 25, but
Xoom.com offers 500 megs of
storage for the price of some marketing data.
Whatever you do, have a fun
and safe vacation, and see you in
two weeks!
Michael Canavino is the technology columnist for the Winonan.
He can be reached via e-mail at
winonantech@yahoo.corn.
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New York
Times
bestsellers
Hardcover Fiction

—

The world of Oz

1."Atlantis
Found"
by Clive
Cussler
2. "The
Attorney"
by Steve
Martini
3. "The Brethren"
by John Grisham
4. "Bud, Not Buddy" by
Christopher Paul Curtis
5. "The Cat Who Robbed A
BanK' by Lilian Jackson Braun

Hardcover Nonfiction —

The 'puking ploy'
'm sorry man, I can't make it; I
gotta work tonight," Ryan said.
i "Oh c'mon — just call in sick,"
Bob said. They stood in front of
Ryan's house, Bob's Grand Am running in the driveway. It was late
Wednesday afternoon, and spring
was definitely in the air ...
Both were college freshmen, but
whereas Ryan still lived at home
with his mom and nosy kid sister,
Bob rented a room in an old house
near the college. Consequently,
Ryan found Bob's life to be much
more interesting than his own.
"I'm not good at that," Ryan
said. "I sound so lame on the phone.

Last time I tried it he said, 'Well, I
really need you down here,' and I
caved."
"Here, this is what you do," Bob
said. "You go in and say you gotta
go straight to the bathroom. Stay in
there a couple minutes, then come
out and say you puked and you've
been puking the last 20 or 30 minutes."
Ryan laughed.
"That way it looks like you at
least made the effort to come in,"
Bob continued. "I'll give you a ride
and wait for you."
"Okay ... you pimp, let's go,"
Ryan said. They got into the car and
drove to Feller's Grocery Store.
Mr. Feller looked up from a
stack of scratch-off tickets he was
scanning. "Hey Herr Ryan. The
cooler needs filling." He was a
plump man with a bushy gray beard
and thinning hair slicked back. He
spoke with a thick German accent
and had deep laugh lines from years
of laughing at human folly.
"I-I gotta go to the bathroom,"
Ryan stammered, holding his stomach.
"OK, Herr Ryan. Eat some bad

knockwurst? Heh heh ..." Mr. Feller
went on scanning tickets.
A minute later Ryan emerged
from the bathroom, having splashed
copious amounts of water on his
face. Drops of water dripped from
his short blonde hair onto his work
shirt. The lanky boy stood there
holding his stomach, looking down
at the counter.
"I just puked."
Mr. Feller raised his eyes, scrutinizing the boy through small spectacles.
"I've been puking for the past 20
or 30 minutes."
"Hmmm, so you think you got it
out of your system now?"
"No I ... I don't know."
"If you need to run to the bathroom, it is there. Maybe you got it
all out."
Having gone this far, Ryan could
not let the ruse slip away from his
grasp. "Mr. Feeler, I feel like I'm
going to die!"
"Well then you'd better die at
home. Off with you." Mr. Feller
waved toward the door.
"Uh ... thank you."
"So did it work?" Bob asked as
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Ryan climbed into the passenger
seat.
"Yeah."
"Right on!" He peeled away
from the curb.
The next morning Ryan emerged
from his bedroom with a pounding
headache. His sister snickered at
him over a bowl of Life. She was a
sophomore in high school, just old
enough to know too much about
what went on in his life.
"What's this?" his mom asked
him. She was looking at a huge
flower arrangement that sat on the
kitchen counter.
"Uh ... flowers."
"They were sent over by Mr.
Feller at the grocery store," his
mom said. "There's a note attached
that says, 'Herr Ryan: Hope you
pull through.'" His mom looked at
him with that cocked eyebrow that
conveyed the message "You've got
some explaining to do."
Ryan's cheeks slowly turned red.
His sister snickered again, savoring
every second of it.
****************************
OK, storytime's over. So here's
how these things sometimes hap-
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pen: I was lying on my couch half
asleep when I overheard my'
upstairs neighbor and his brother
coming down the stairs. ,They're
discussing this "puking plqy" to get
out of work. That's all I heard, and
suddenly I had Mr. Feller and the
flowers, and I'm off the couch ar -,1
in the den sitting in front of my
word processor.
The flower idea probably isn't
unique (my wife read it and said
she'd heard something like it
before), but the little anecdote was
worth a few chuckles. And it serves
as an illustration for how a seed of
an idea grows. Most short stories
and most 600-page novels start
from a spark like that.
When we get back from spring
break, I'll have the first column of ..,
two-parter that is especially geared
toward writers — as well as those
who want to write, those who think
they could write and those who
wonder why anyone would want to
write.
Nick Ozment is a columnist for
the Winonan and can be reached
via campus e-mail at Nozment5154.
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Ghostface Killah
`Supreme Clientele'
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Distorted view

Happiness:
A
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Handbook
for Living"
by Dalai
Lama, et
al.
2. "Faith of my Fathers"
by John McCain and
Mark Salter
3. "From this Day
Forward" by Cokie and
Steven Roberts
4. "Galileo's Daughter: A
Historical Memoir of
Science, Faith and Love"
by Dava Sobel
5. "Georgiana: Duchess of
Devonshire"
by Amanda Foreman

Paperback Fiction —
1."The
Cowboy"
by Joan
Johnston
2. "First
Lady" by
Susan
Elizabeth

Phillips
3. "The Girl Who Loved
Torn Gordon" by Stephen
King
4. "The Green Mile: The
Complete Serial Novel" by
Stephen King
5. "Harry Potter and the

J im Sewastynowicz/W•NoNAN

Sorcerer's Stone (book 1)

he Wu-Tang Clan has definitely struck back.
Ghostface Killah's second
album, "Supreme Clientele," is also
the second superb Wu-Tang solo
album in a row (ODB's "N****
Please" is the first).
This album, which suffered from
a delay in its release for well over a
year (Ghostface was in jail), was
well worth the wait. Ghostface's
silky smooth but bombastic flow
has never sounded better.
Unlike most of the pop-rappers
today, Ghostface actually rhymes.
His intricate wordplay and vast
vocabulary create a fresh and
unique rhyme style, and it has
always stuck out on Wu-Tang
albums. It is even better on his own
joint.
Although his first album wasn't
all that impressive, "Supreme
Clientele" is the most entertaining
rap album I have heard in a long
time.
The album's production is slick
and lean. The inner CD sleeve gives
production credits to different people on several tracks: "Deck's
Beat," produced by the Wu's
Inspectah Deck, is one of the most
notable.
Despite all of the different creative inputs, this is an RZA album.
The head Wu-Tanger produced the
whole album along with four individual tracks. He also takes a turn
on the mic on the excellent track,
"Nutmeg."
The beats on the album contain
the usual RZA keyboards and
strings, but they are subtle.
"Supreme Clientele" is funky and
almost danceable.
Ghostface also has a few guest
rappers. RZA, Raekwon,
Cappadonna, Method Man, Masta
Killah and Redman all check in on
the best track of the album, "Buck
50"; rapper Superb appears on two
tracks; and GZA, Inspectah Deck
and Cappadonna appear on the last

The view of an ordinary telephone pole is distorted through a stained glass window.

by J.K. Rowling and Mary

track, "Wu Banga."
The rest of the album's eight
tracks are all Ghostface. Ghostface
picks up where he left off with his
best work (on Raekwon's "4 Cuban
Lynx Only") and proves he has the
juice to carry his own album.
Although, he doesn't carry it, he
drops a bomb — in a good way.

Quick Picks: What's in
my CD player now
• Disc one: Ghostface Killah —
"Supreme Clientele"
• Disc two : Primus — "Antipop"
. The latest; release, from Les
Claypool and the gang, it was inspiration for my tirade against pox,
music. Guest producers include
Tom Morello (Rage Against the
Machine's guitarist), Fred Durst
(Limp Bizkit), Stewart Copeland
(drummer of the Police) and Tom
Waits. Morello also jams on a few
tracks as well as Metallica guitarist
James Hetfield.
• Disc three: Chemical Brothers —
"Surrender"
—
Best
in
DJ/rave/electronica. Great party
music.
• Disc four: Jane's Addiction
untitled live album known as
"XXX" — I just recently bought
this extremely hard-to-find CD to
replace one that was stolen. It is
Jane's at their best. Their cover of
Lou Reed's "Rock and Roll" might
be one of my favorite songs ever.
• Disc five: Ween — "Pure Guava"
— It's old, but it works for my daily
Ween fix.
• Disc six: Dr. Dre — "Chronic
2001" — I didn't forget 'bout Dre.
Mark Liedel is the movie reviewer for the Winonan. He can be
reached via e-mail at

Grandpre

Paperback Nonfiction —
1."Angela's

`Reindeer Games' and other illegal activities

Ashes: A
Memoir"

ON 'REINDEER GAMES'

by Frank

"It won't win any
awards, and though
it's formulaic, it still
works."

McCourt
2.
"Beauty
Fades,
Dumb

is

Forever: The

Making of a Happy
Woman"
by Judy Sheindlin
3. "Blind Man's Bluff: The
Untold Story of American
Submarine Espionage"
by Sherry Sontag, et al.

•
•

4. "A Child Called 'It': One
Child's Courage to Survive"
David J. Pelzer, Dave
F'elzer
5. "Girl, Interrupted" by
Susanna Kaysen

'm not a fan of Ben Affleck.
He's not good-looking (seriously ladies), and he's not a
good actor. But I went to his new
movie "Reindeer Games" anyway.
It has a running time of 105 minutes and is rated R for violence, sex
and language. And well, it wasn't
too bad.
Serving a five-year sentence for
grand theft auto, Rudy (Affleck) is
about to get out of prison just in
time for Christmas. Nick (James
Frain), Rudy's best friend and cellmate, is getting out at the same
time and has Ashley (Charlize
Theron — she's hot), his pen pal
girlfriend, to look forward to
(they've never met). But Nick gets
killed while trying to protect Rudy

T

Doc Wondra
Winonan movie reviewer
during a prison food fight.
Once released from prison,
Rudy decides to tell Ashley he's
Nick so as not to break her heart
(whatever). But Rudy thinks he's
actually doing a good thing in dishonoring his dead best friend and
lying to a beautiful woman. (And
we're actually supposed to like this
guy.)
Rudy/Nick and Ashley are
doing fine until Gabriel (Gary
Sinise), Ashley's crazy brother
shows up. Gabriel has learned that
Nick worked security at a casino
and now wants Nick's inside information to help rob the place. And
since Rudy is posing as Nick,

Rudy's in little bit of trouble.
From this point on "Reindeer
Games" is about Rudy's escape
from the situation. If you have an
ounce of intelligence, you know
exactly how the movie ends. Don't
expect suspense or originality.
I have a number of complaints
about "Reindeer Games" (surprise). Why is a movie framed by
the Christmas season being
released in late February? It's awkward and annoying. And are the
contrasting images of Santa and
brutal violence supposed to be
funny? They're not.
The character of Rudy is too
simple and one-dimensional. We
never get to really know Rudy (we
only find out he likes hot chocolate
and pecan pie), and we don't care
about him because we know how
the movie will end. Affleck merely
gives the movie a recognizable
name — anyone could have played
the part.
And
finally,
the
action
sequences aren't really exciting,
and the ending of the movie drags
on a bit.

With my complaints having
been stated, I must (begrudgingly)
admit I still almost liked "Reindeer
Games." It is funny at times
(Rudy's squirt gun — good stuff),
the bad guys are actually bad, and
it keeps us fairly entertained,
which is hard to do when predictable. It won't win any awards,
and though it's formulaic, it still

works. You might want to catch it
in theaters over spring break, but
it's more of a rental.
Hint: Go see "American
Beauty."
Jonathan "Doc" Wondra is the
movie critic for the Winonan. He
can be reached via e-mail at
titusnbelmont@hotmail. corn.
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Back-to-back NSIC champions
Mike Kaebisch
WINONAN

Playing their final regular season game for the Winona
State University men's basketball team Saturday night,
seniors Justin Treptow and Lance Meincke went out in
style.
Treptow, a 6-foot-6-inch forward from St. Charles,
Minn., scored a game-high 25 points and hauled down
seven rebounds, while Meincke, a 6-4 guard from Lake
City, Minn., scored 19 points as WSU defeated the
, University of Minnesota-Morris 91-63 at McCown
Gymnasium.
The win allowed the Warriors to grab a share of the
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference championship
for the second consecutive season.
After sharing the 1998-99 conference title with
Northern State University, WSU will split the 1999-2000
crown with Wayne State College.
Both the Warriors and WSC finished the NSIC schedule with 13-5 records.
"It's a good feeling (to win the conference title)," said
Warriors sophomore forward Jason Linzmeier.
WSU gained its share of the NSIC title as it began
''- Saturday's game on a 25-9 run and coasted to the victory.
"We came out strong," said Warriors coach Mike Leaf.
"We ran our offensive set, and Justin and Lance were the
ones getting open."
Both Treptow and Meincke scored 16 points in the
first half as WSU held a 50-33 lead at halftime.
"(Treptow and Meincke) have been great leaders,"
4.
said Leaf. "They have accomplished some great things.
Treptow ranks as the Warriors fifth all-time leading
scorer with 1,562 points while ranking sixth in games
I played (107).
Meincke ranks 10th in the WSU record books in scor''
i ing with 1,271 points and ninth in games played (105). He
also ranks as the most prolific three-point shooter in
Warrior history with 251 successful three pointer
- attempts.
"They are our leaders," said Linzmeier. "This is their

team."
Linzmeier added 12 points, seven rebounds and six
assists for WSU, while Brian Puls contributed 14 points
and Jamie Carrier dished out a game-high seven assists.
"Puls came in and hit some shots," said Leaf. "He has
done that for us time and time again for us and (Saturday
night) was vintage Brian Puls."
Leaf also noted the contributions of Carrier and guard
Erik Ferden.
"Ferden did a nice job of the bench," said Leaf. "And
Jamie also did a nice job."
Ferden finished the game with four rebounds and three
assists.
Sean Severson came off the Cougars (1-17 NSIC, 3-23
overall) bench to score a team-high 12 points, while
Andrew Spanier added 11 and Milton Taylor netted 10.
"Our bench was our bright spot," said UM-Morris
coach Jim Severson.
The Cougars bench managed to outscore the UMMorris starters as the reserves tallied 37 points and the
starters managed only 26.

MIKE
KAEBISCH

Sports
Editor

Regular season
title not
enough for
WSU men

A

Final NSIC men's basketball standings
Conference
L
W
3
15
#Wayne State
3
15
#Wiumta Slate
5
13
6
12
Southwest State
10
8
Northern State
10
t
Bemidji State
7
11
Moorhead State
13
Concordia-St. Paul 5
14
4
UM-Crookston
17
UM-Morris
# 1999-2(i)t1 NSIC co-champions.

art

Overall

21
IS
16
17
13
10
9

10
5
3

L
8
13
13
16
17
20
20
23
Eric Young/WrNONAN

This week's conference games:

Friday
NISC Tournament — Semifinals at Concordia-St. Paul

Saturday
NSW. Tournament — Finals at Concordia-St. Paul

Winona State University's Lance Meincke (44) drives past
Jimmy Kreiger of the University of Minnesota-Morris during
Saturday's game at McCown Gymnasium. The Warriors won
the game 91-63 and finished the regular season as the
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference co-champions.

Experience will be key for Warriors
Thirty-one players
return for a run at
the conference title

Records, Cougars
fall as WSU ends
regular season
Tony Furman
WINONAN

Mike Kaebisch

Although it was senior night on Saturday when the
Winona State University women's basketball team hosted the University of Minnesota-Morris, it was a junior
and a sophomore that stole the show for the Warriors.
With their performances Saturday night sophomore
guard Nicole Reisner and junior center Amanda Brown
each etched their names into the WSU record book as the
Warriors closed the regular season with a 75-56 win over
the Cougars at McCown Gymnasium.
Reisner managed a game-high six steals to push her
season total to 77, which broke the old school record of
75 set by Pat Neder during the 1988-89 season, while
Brown swatted a career-high eight shots to finish the
season with a record setting 72 blocks on the season.
The 72 blocks eclipsed her own record of 70, which

WINONAN

Take a veteran coach with a proven
track record of winning, a baseball team
that fell one-half game short of defending its conference championship last
season and 34 players who are all eager
to get onto a baseball diamond, mix
them together, and what do you get?
Hopefully the 2000 Winona State
University baseball team.
At least that what Warriors coach
Gary Grob anticipates.
Grob, who returns for his 33rd season, heads a coaching staff including
seventh-year assistant coach Kyle
Poock and graduate assistants Chris
Gove and Jeff Weinkauf.
Grob also leads a team that lost only
four players to graduation and has 31
players returning for a run at the conference championship.
"We feel that we are a very definite
conference contender," said Grob. "We
believe that we can win the conference
and advance to the regional tournament."
Shortstop Shea Mueske, first baseman Travis Zick, outfielder Nick
Altavilla and pitchers Mat O'Brien and
Andy Davis will be the Warriors key
returnees as each was named to the 1999
Northern Sun Intercollegiate AllConference team.
"(Having the all-conference guys
back) gives us a good nucleus," said
Grob. "Experience gives you that edge."
Seniors Mueske and Davis have the
most experience on the WSU roster.
Mueske, who was a member of the
1998 Warrior team that won the NSIC
championship and gained a berth in the
NCAA Division II Regional
Tournament, played in all 52 games for

Davis, who transferred to WSU from
Minnesota State University, Mankato,
posted a 7-4 record in 15 appearances
last season for the Warriors. He also collected eight complete games and logged
a team-high 77 innings pitched.
In those 77 innings Davis recorded

sh'e established during the 1998-99 season.
Brown's eight blocks on Saturday also equaled the
school record for blocks in a game, which was also
reached by Lisa Parsons in 1990 and Angie Bohringer in
1995.
However it wasn't just individual goals that were broken, as the entire Warriors' team also rewrote a page in
the WSU record book with the win.
The 19-point victory gave WSU a school record of 11
wins in the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference and
16 wins overall.
"This has been a great season and with our seniors
leaving and with it being Parents Day and Senior Day it
was really nice to get this win," said WSU coach Terri
Sheridan.
Paced by Reisner, who scored a game-high 22 points,
the Warriors wasted no time putting the game away in
the first half.
By the midpoint of the opening 20 minutes WSU had
built a 27-15 lead. That advantage grew as large as 23 in
the second half as the Warriors cruised to the win.
"At times we did play down to their level, but I
thought we played a good game and it was nice to
bounce back after the loss on Friday night," said
Sheridan. WSU fell to Northern State University 99-67
Friday.
Against the Cougars (1-17 NISC, 3-23 overall) the
Warriors shot 29 of 70 (41 percent) from the field, while
UM-Morris was 19-for-54 (35 percent).
Senior Lesley Miller shot 5 of 7 for the field for the

See Baseball, Page 9

See WSU Women, Page 8

Jim Sewastynowicz/WmoNAN

Winona State University senior shortstop Shea Mueske warms up
during practice Thursday at Maxwell Field. The Warriors' season
begins Thursday with a doubleheader against Luther College.

the Warriors last season.
In those games he accumulated 58
hits, 41 runs scored, 26 walks, 20 RBIs
and a batting average of .330. Mueske
also led the NSIC in runs scored with
20, sacrifices with five, triples with two
and was third in the conference in hits
(26) and on base percentage (46.2).

Quoto of Mt Wttk
"This was a very difficult and painful decision for me to
make ... In the end, I could not ignore Darryl's past
infractions and concluded that each of us must be
held accountable for his or her actions."
— MLB Commissioner Bud Selig after suspending Darryl
Strawberry for one year after he tested positive for cocaine.

lthough the Winona
State University
men's basketball
team put the finishing touches
on it's second consecutive
Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference title with wins over
Northern State University and
the University of MinnesotaMorris this weekend, the
Warriors have only accomplished one of its three season
goals.
Those goals included winning the conference regular
season title, winning the NSIC
post-season tournament and
advancing to the NCAA
Division II national tournament.
By winning its final three
conference games, WSU finished the NSIC regular season
with a 15-3 record.
Wayne State College also
finished the conference schedule with a 15-3 record, meaning the two teams split the
NSIC crown.
However, due to conference
tiebreakers the Warriors were
seeded No. 2 in the NSIC tourney, while the Wildcats gained
the one seed.
WSU hosted No. 7 seed
Moorhead State last night,
while WSC hosted No. 8 UMMorris.
The Warriors now have a
semi-final game with either the
University of MinnesotaDuluth, which is the No. 3 seed
or No. 6 seed Bemidji State.
The Warriors split games
with UM-Duluth during the
regular season, while sweeping
BSU.
And if WSU were to reach
the finals it would most likely
play Wayne State or Southwest
State.
Both teams split regular season games with WSU.
Winning the conference
tournament (Warrior goal No.
2) would lead into WSU's third
goal, reaching the NCAA
Division II national tournament.
The winner of the NSIC
tournament receives an automatic bid to the tourney.

Football news

Former WSU running back
Carson Walch has signed a professional football contract with
the Jacksonville Tomcats of the
Arena Football 2 League.
Walch finished his career at
WSU last year with 1,759
yards rushing and scored 28
touchdowns.
But he was most effective
on kickoff and punt returns
where collected 2,414 yards
and scored three touchdowns.
Two of those touchdowns came
on kickoff returns and spanned
a combined 188 (95 and 93)
yards.
See Kaebisch, Page 10

Winona Scoreboard
Men's basketball
Winona State 83
Northern State 59

Women's basketball
Northern State 99
Winona State 67

Winona State 91
UM-Morris
63

Winona State 75
UM-Morris
56

Track and field
Winona State — 8th

Men's tennis
Luther 6, WSU 3

UW-L 5, WSU 4
UM-D 6, WSU 3
Gymnastics
Winona State — 2nd
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;Defense keys Warriors victory over NSU
"'Jason Schulte
t, WINONAN

Led by strong team defense the Winona
-rState University men's basketball team won its
ft 17th game of the season Friday.
It, "We worked all week on our man-to-man
:1 ,defense and we knew we had to do a better job
rebounding," said WSU coach Mike Leaf.
.
The results showed as the Warriors defeated
-tNorthern State University 83-59 in a Northern
t Sun Intercollegiate Conference game at
Ii. McCown Gymnasium.
WSU controlled the Wolves (10-8 NSIC,
13-13 overall) with a 40-28 rebounding advant*tage, while limiting NSU a less than 40 percent
shooting effort from the field.
2 The Warriors' defensive game plan in the
first half was to contain the Wolves big men of
4.1 Ben Dahl, Brad Hansen and Andy Foster. That
=7 strategy worked as the trio combined for nine
points in the opening half.
However, the Wolves outside game of Scott
Hanson and Nick Schroeder managed to score
-.

22 of the Wolves' 33 halftime points.
WSU led 42-33 at the break.
"In the second half we wanted to take away
their outside game," said Leaf.
Again the Warriors accomplished their
goals as Hanson and Schroeder were limited to
15 points in the second half.
"We could never establish our inside
game," said NSU coach Don Meyer. "(WSU)
exposed our lack of inexperience. The better
team won tonight."
While the Warrior defense dominated the
Wolves, the WSU offense also showed signs of
dominance.
"There were flashes for everybody offensively," said Leaf. "We relied on balanced
scoring."
Junior Kyle Schlaak led the Warriors balanced effort with 16 points. He also added
nine rebounds, four steals, and three assists.
Lance Meincke added 15 points for WSU,
while Justin Treptow had 12, and Jason
Linzmeier netted 10. Jamie Carrier also played
well for the Warriors as he had an all-around

game including nine points, eight assists, and
six rebounds.
"We wanted to push the ball and run on
them," said Leaf. "We got easy baskets in
transition."
As a result all 14 players on the WSU roster managed to get into the game.
"We tell everyone to be prepared and ready
to go in," said Leaf. "Our motto is 14 players
for 40 minutes. That's what's going to keep us
going, not five or six. Everybody contributed
and made a difference tonight."
The Wolves played with only eight players
as starting point guard Matt Sevareid broke his
arm against the University of MinnesotaDuluth two weeks ago.
"We're playing better as a team as of late,"
said Meyer. "We're thin at depth because we
had to rely on one guard and one post player
off the bench."
Schroeder finished with a game-high 21
points for the Wolves, while Hanson finished
with 16 and Sundance Wicks added eight
rebounds and four points.
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NSIC tournament brackets
Men's
Quarterfinals
last night

Semifinals
Friday

(1) Wayne State

NSIC
Championship
Saturday

Semifinals
Friday

2) Winona State

Wayne, Neb.
7:30 p.m.
(8) Minnesota-Morris

(5) Northern State

Quarterfinals
last night

Winona, Minn.
7:30 p.m.
Concordia
University
St.Paul, Minn.
8 p.m.

NSIC tournament champion

Concordia
University
St.Paul, Minn.
3:30 p.m.

(7 ) Moorhead State

(6) Bemidji State
Duluth, Minn.
7:30 p.m.

Marshall, Minn.
7:30 p.m.

(3) Minnesota-Duluth

Concordia University
St.Paul, Minn.
7:30 p.m.

(4) Wayne State

Semifinals
Friday

(1) Minnesota-Duluth

NSIC
Championship
Saturday

Semifinals
Friday

(5) Winona State

NSIC tournament champion

(2) Northern State

4 Wa ne State

Concordia
University
St.Paul, Minn.
1:30 p.m.

(7) Moorhead State

(6) Bemidji State

Marshall, Minn.

Wayne, Neb.

5:30 p.m.

Quarterfinals
last night

Aberdeen, S.D.
6:00 p.m.

Concordia
University
St.Paul, Minn.
6 p.m.

5:30 p.m.

Concordia University
St.Paul, Minn.
7:30 p.m.

NSU guard scores 29
points and leads the
Wolves to a 99-67 win
WINONAN

Duluth, Minn.
5:30 p.m.
(8) Minnesota-Morris

Coyle, Wolves
too much for WSU
Mike Kaebisch

Women's
Quarterfinals
last night

Brian lianson/WrNoNAN

Winona State University guard Jeanelle Soland (with ball)
looks for a teammate to pass to as a Northern State defender
applies some defense at McCown Gymnasium Friday.

(3) Southwest State

Box scores from Friday, Saturday

Northern State University
senior guard Jamie Coyle is one
of the favorites to win the
Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference Women's Basketball
Player of the Year Award, and on
Friday night at McCown
Gymnasium the Winona State
University women's basketball
team found out why.
Coyle connected on 10 of 16
shot attempts from the field,
including a 7-for-8 effort from
three-point range, to finish with a
game-high 29 points as the
Wolves routed WSU 99-67.
Coyle also added a team-high
four rebounds, two assists - and
two steals.
"(Coyle) had an All-American
night," said WSU coach Terri
Sheridan. "We were on her and
she would still hit (her shots)."
Shanna Dahl added 16 points
for the Wolves, while Memory
Johannsen and Shana Theobold
each netted 11.
As a team NSU shot 35 of 68
from the field (52 percent), which
included a blistering 14-for-23

showing from three-point range.
(61 percent).
"When you shoot like that
you aren't going to lose," said
Wolves coach Curt Fredrickson.
Johannsen also added six
assists and four steals for NSU.i
which led 42-33 at halftime.
The Warriors were paced by
the play of senior Lesley Miller
and Junior Amanda Brown.
The duo combined to score 32
points and grab 13 rebounds.
Brown scored 17 points and'
hauled down eight rebounds,
while Miller added 15 points and
five rebounds.
Senior guard Jeanelle Soland
added seven points and six
rebounds for WSU, which outrebounded the Wolves 40-32,
while sophomore Nicole Reisner
contributed seven points and
seven rebounds.
But Reisner also committed a
team-high eight turnovers.
As a team WSU turned the
ball over 26 times, while the
Wolves committed only 13 miscues.
"For us to beat a quality team
like (NSU) we have to have
everyone hitting on all cylin
ders," Said Sheridan.
It could be safe to say that
Friday's performance was less
than the Warriors best effort.

WSU Women
Warriors to finish with 10 points
while adding eight rebounds and
four steals.
Senior Jeanelle Soland also contributed 10 points and five
rebounds.

Continued from Page 7
Karen Voss led the Cougars
charge with 12 points, while Erica
Moats scored 10 points and Heidi
Frederickson added eight points
and grabbed a game high 11
rebounds.
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Driefke, Harfield share NSIC honors
MINNEAPOLIS — The Northern Sun
♦Intercollegiate Conference men's and women's basketball players of the week both come from the University
of Concordia-St. Paul.
Dan Driefke is the men's player of the week, while
Lisa Harfield is the women's player of the week.
Driefke, a senior forward, performed exceptionally
vi,n his final game as a Golden Bear last weekend to lead
C-SP to a 92-79 upset victory over Northern State.
Driefke tickled the twine for 29 points against the
Wolves. The 29 points scored by the Richfield, Minn.
native was six points less than he had scored all season
for the Golden Bears.
Driefke, one of just two seniors on Dennis Getzlaff's
"team, was given a rare start against Northern State.
He made the most of it, scoring 20 points in the first
half as C-SP jumped to a 47-36 lead and never looked
back.
Driefke ended the game by going 11-for-13 from the
field as the Golden Bears avenged an earlier loss to the

lied 16 points
and four
rebounds on 7
of 18 shooting
in a 77-72
Golden Bear Norden? Son iriterroffegim Conference
win.
Harfield's
three-point play with 1 minute, 21 seconds remaining
snapped a 72-72 tie as the Golden Bears took the nonconference victory.
Against UM-M, she scored 11 points and grabbed a
C-SP season-high 16 rebounds (eight offensive) while
shooting 6 of 11 from the field, 3 of 7 from three-point
range, and 2 of 2 from the free-throw line.
The next night against the Wolves, the St. Paul,
Minn. native poured in 22 points and pulled down 11
rebounds in only 20 minutes of action.
For the week, Harfield averaged 16.3 points and 10.3
rebounds.
Harfield stands at third in the NSIC in rebounding
(8.1 rebounds per game) and 14th in scoring (12,2 point
per game).
Concordia-St. Paul finished its first NSIC campaign
in eighth place with a 4-14 record (6-21 overall). The
Golden Bears were the league's youngest team — with
just five juniors and no seniors.
After starting the season 0-10, the Golden Bears
improved by winning five of the season's final 13 games
for coach Crystal Flint-Holloman.

Wolves.
Driefke tallied eight points as C-SP downed the
University of Minnesota-Morris 93-92 in a double-overtime thriller in St. Paul.
The Golden Bears finished their initial campaign in
the rugged NSIC with a 5-13 record, 10-20 overall,
good for eighth place in the conference.
Harfield, a freshman center, had an outstanding
weekend for the Golden Bears as C-SP went 2-1 with
wins over Rockhurst (MO) and UM-Morris, while losing to Northern State. Against Rockhurst, Harfield tal-
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Baseball

Continued from Page 7

67 strikeouts, while walking only 12
batters and allowed only 57 hits en
route to a 2.81 earned run average.

Those statistics placed him second in the conference in innings
pitched (40), second in wins (five)
and fifth in ERA (2.45) and strikeouts (31).
Both Mueske and Davis will be
looked upon for their leadership,
while Zick, Altavilla and O'Brien
will also help shoulder some of the
load.
Zick, who transferred to WSU
from the University of WisconsinOshkosh, led the Warriors in hits
(61) last season, scored 41 runs and
hit six home runs.
Zick also batted .349 and had 46 RBIs.
Altavilla batted .333 with 58 hits, four home runs and
37 RBIs last season and ranked fourth in the NSIC in
doubles with eight and fifth in steals with five.
O'Brien led the conference in saves last season with
five and tied for third in the NSIC with nine appearances.
For the year O'Brien managed a miniscule 1.55
ERA, while collecting eight saves and a record of 2-0.
O'Brien will remain the Warriors' closer for 2000,
while Davis will be the ace of a pitching staff that
includes sophomore Dan Weinkauf and juniors Derek
Johnson, John Spaeth and Tony Heifort.
Zick and Mueske will anchor and infield that will
include junior Travis Welch at second base and Erik
Steigerwald at third base.
Altavilla, along with Kyle Simon and Scott
Pitzenberger make up the starting WSU outfield, while
Mike Van Eperen, Ryan Yahnke and Brian Breen will
share catching duties.
Freshman Nolan Gilbertson will serve as the
Warriors designated hitter.
"All of these guys have been here," said Grob. "This
will not be new to them, and they have a real strong
drive to do well."
Although Grob is optimistic about the upcoming season, which beings Thursday with a nonconference doubleheader with Luther College at the Metrodome, he
also has a gew concerns.
Those concerns include finding a No. 4 hitter and
keeping his pitching staff healthy.
While Zick figures to be the Warriors' opening-day
No. 4, hitter Grob would prefer to put him in the No. 3
spot in the order.

That means WSU will be looking
for someone to step up early in the
season and assume the duties of a
No. 4 hitter, which are hitting fdr
power and driving in runs.
While Grob may be able to control this concern, he has no control
over the health of his players — but
then again no coach at any level can
control the health of his players.
Barring injury, and if everything
goes as planned they should be contending with Wayne State College
and Southwest State University for
the conference championship come
the beginning of May.
"It will be a dogfight between
Wayne, Southwest and Winona,"
said Grob. "All three teams didn't lose much personnel
from last year."
WSU meets both the Wildcats and Mustangs in a pair
of doubleheaders over the final weekend of the conference season.
The Warriors are at Wayne State May 5, while they
travel to Marshall to take on Southwest State May 6.
"This team has goals in mind, and they know that
they have to play well before that final weekend of the
season," said Grob.
WSU's 2000 schedule includes 16 NISC games and
40 nonconfernce games or 56 total games.
WSU baseball schedule
March
2 — Luther College (DH) at the Metrodome; 9 —
Hillsdale and Findlay (at Fort Meyers, Fla).; 10 — St.
Joseph's College (at Fort Meyers, Fla); 12 — Tampa (at Fort
Meyers, Fla); 13 — North Dakota (DH) (at Fort Meyers,
Fla); 14 — St. Rose (DH) (at Fort Meyers, Fla); 16 —
Alderson-Braddus (DH) (at Fort Meyers, Fla); 17 —
Bluefield (DH) (at Fort Meyers, Fla); 28 — at Iowa State
(DH); 31 — St. Scholastica and UW-Stevens Point (At WSU
as part of the River City Classic).
April
1 — Viterbo and Bemidji (At WSU as part of the River
City Classic); 4 — at the University of Illinois-Chicago; 5 —
at Saint Mary's University; 7 — UM-Morris (DH); 8 —
Northern State (DH); 10 — at St. Cloud State (DH); 11 —
UW-La Crosse (DH); 14 — Bemidji State (DH); 15 — UMDuluth (DH); 17 — at Viterbo (DH); 18 — at Northern Iowa;
21 — Concordia-St. Paul (DH); 22 — Concordia-St. Paul
(DH); 24 — at UW-Stevens Point (DH); 25 — Minnesota
State University, Mankato (DH); 29 — at UM-Crookston
(DH); 30 — at St. John's (DH).
May
2 — at UW-River Falls (DH); 5 — at Wayne State (DH);
6 — at Southwest State (DH); 8 — at Upper Iowa; 11-13 —
NSIC Tournament.

International Week at Winona State University
April 1 - April 8, 2000
OUR . FIPST 41101$11.14.1L
* :RECIPE IFI?01 ►41 UONtiE"
CONTEST

Highlighting your home culture and
favorite foods. Recipes will be
chosen to be prepared in the Jack
Kane Center and the Smaug during
the week.
Grand Prize: Catered pizza party
and sub party for 25 people, and 10
runner-up prizes of $10 gift
certificates to the Smaug or Wharf.
The winner will be chosen by popularity of the item in the dining areas.
Contest is open to students, faculty,
and staff of the university. An entry
form may be picked up at all food
service cashier stations or at the
Dining Services Office in Kryzsko
Commons. All recipes will become
the property of Chartwells food
service to publish in a booklet for
distribution throughout campus.

9

*Experience authentic cuisine from around the world. Dinners by
Bangladesh Student Forum (March 25), Malaysian American
Chapter (April 1) and International Club (April 8).
*Ethnic cuisine' prepared daily by WSU Dining Services- lunch
and dinner- including special entertainment in evenings.
*Brown Bag Lunch Series featuring special topics by WSU faculty
April 3, April 4, and April 7
April 4
Workshops on Cross Cultural Communication
April 6
Global Awareness Day, Education Dept.
April 6
Presentation on Buddhism in the evening

Sponsored by:
International Services,
Cultural Outreach &
WSU Dining Services

LEARNING EXPERIENCE OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM
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Oliva hoping for call to Cooperstown
Associated Press
BLOOMINGTON, Minn. - Trophies and
tokens of a major league career cut short by a
nasty knee injury fill Tony Oliva's den in suburban Minneapolis.
Adorning every wall and ledge are plaques,
photos and glittering memorials lauding the
sweet swing that produced three AL batting titles
and the three silver bats that hang above his fireplace.
Atop the mantle rests a solitary Gold Glove.
He won it in 1966, yet not a speck of dust clings
to it.
"That's my baby," said Oliva, smiling. "When
I first signed, I maybe was the worst fielder in the
league. And four years later, I was the best."
But Oliva's claim to fame - and possibly to
the Hall of Fame - was his hitting, which he
hoped to persuade to the 15-member Veterans
Committee of on Tuesday.
Oliva batted .304 with 220 home runs and 947
RBIs in a 15-year career, all with the Minnesota
Twins.
He led the AL in hits five times - including
his first three full seasons - and topped the
league in doubles four times.
The panel can select one person in each of four
categories: former major leaguers; Negro leaguers; 19th century players and personnel; plus a
composite of managers, umpires and executives.
Two strong candidates for enshrinement are
former manager Sparky Anderson and Bill
Mazeroski, a sensational fielding second baseman best known for hitting the bottom-of-theninth home run that lifted Pittsburgh over the
Yankees in Game 7 of the 1960 World Series.
The following summer, Oliva became one of
the last baseball players to leave Cuba when Fidel
Castro took power.
Oliva grew up on a family farm where he
helped prepare the ground for planting tobacco,
corn and potatoes by pushing a plow hooked up
to an old milk cow.
Unlike the boys in the big city, Oliva got to
play baseball only on Sundays, and then only
after church and chores, in the cow pastures with
his brothers and other villagers.
Instead of baseballs, they used wads of tape
and yarn, the odd shapes making for unpredictable pitches, which would help Oliva become
one of baseball's greatest off-speed hitters.
"It was a miracle I became a big leaguer," said
Oliva. "I grew up in the countryside, where there
were no fields. I even tried to hit with a piece of
wood before my father went to Havana and
bought me a glove and a bat and some balls."
On one of his own occasional ventures into

Havana, Oliva was spotted by former minor leaguer Roberto Fernandez Tapanez, who introduced him to Papa Joe Cambria, the scout who
took a final shipment of players to Mexico after
the United States cut diplomatic ties to Cuba.
He hit .410 in the rookie league in 1961 and
three years later was in the big leagues to stay,
winning the 1964 AL batting crown and rookie of
the year award.
But in the middle of his prime, on a dark day
in Oakland on June 29, 1971, Oliva went diving
for a fly ball and smacked his right knee into the
ground.
He missed three weeks but went on to win his
third batting title. Yet, his career and life would
never be the same.
Oliva needed an operation on the mangled
knee every October after that. Eight times in all.
And not the arthroscopic kind they do nowadays
that have players up and running in no time.
"I was only about half the ballplayer I was
before," he said.
Oliva had 1,455 hits, a .313 average, 177
home runs and 719 RBIs in his first eight seasons.
"If he'd have stayed healthy, I don't think
there would have been a question about his Hall
of Fame credentials," said former teammate
Harmon Killebrew, who was enshrined in 1984.
"There is no question in my mind that he'd have
been in it a long time ago. He still deserves to be
there."
Rod Carew entered the Hall in 1991 and also
thinks Oliva should join him.
"I don't believe anyone was ever quite as
dominant as he was his first few seasons," said
Carew. "And if not for his injury, he would have
gone on to establish some great numbers and had
many more great years."
Oliva batted .291 with 16 homers and 92 RBIs
in 1973, the first year of the DH rule. But his knee
was deteriorating and so was his career.
"If I hadn't gotten hurt, I think I would have
had at least eight more good years left," he said.
Oliva, 58, hobbled away in 1976 and has
devoted his retirement years to teaching new generations of Twins hitters. He was a Minnesota
coach from 1976-78 and 1985-91.
Kirby Puckett, whose own brilliant career was
cut short by glaucoma, credited Oliva with making him a great hitter.
"He meant everything to me and I give him all
the credit for turning me into the kind of hitter I
was," said Puckett. "He meant wonders to me.
Tony should definitely be in the Hall of Fame. I
don't think there's anybody more deserving."
Oliva chokes back tears thinking what that
would be like.
"If I make it," said Oliva, "It would mean a lot

to many, many people."
And it would mean the world to Oliva, who
finally had his bad knee replaced in 1991, ending
two decades of pain.
What would soothe his heartache is an invitation to Cooperstown.

WSU gym

FORT MYERS, Fla. - There were nine happier faces in the clubhouse on Sunday following
the second day of full squad workouts for the
Minnesota Twins.
Pitchers Mike Lincoln, J.C. Romero, Jason
Ryan and Benj Sampson, catcher A.J. Pierzynski,
infielders Cristian Guzman and Doug
Mientkiewicz and outfielders Chad Allen and
Jacque Jones were all signed to one-year contracts by the Twins. Minnesota now has 28 of the
required 40 players for a regular season roster
signed for the 2000 season.
The nine were part of the large rookie crop
from last season that saw substantial action for
the Twins. There were 17 rookies overall on the
club's 40-man roster at season's end, and general
manager Terry Ryan and manager Tom Kelly are
clearly counting on that year of experience to
start topay dividends.
"Mike Lincoln is throwing the ball well," said
Kelly after Saturday's first full squad workout.
"He had an operation over the winter (for a sore
right shoulder), and he appears to have rehabbed
well. We're looking for some good things out of
him, as well as the others."
Lincoln, a 6-foot-2, 211-pound right-hander,
earned the fourth spot in the Twins' pitching rotation last spring and appeared in 18 games before
being sent back down to AAA Salt Lake in July.
He went 3-10 with a 6.84 ERA in 15 starts for
Minnesota, striking out 27 batters while walking
26.
Allen was the most productive of the position
players signed. He appeared in 137 games for the
Twins last season and batted .277 with 133 hits
and 10 home runs in 481 at-bats. Only second
baseman Todd Walker had more at-bats (531) and
appeared in more games (143) than Allen.
Just 12 positions remain open on the Twins'
roster, and there are 17 players competing for
those spots. The heat was definitely turned up
Sunday, as evidenced by the length of the day's
practice.
Kelly put the team through its longest workout
so far, a little over three hours, working primarily on fundamental drills. Once again, there were
no injuries to report and Kelly seems to be satisfied with how the first week of camp went.
The Twins open the exhibition season against
the Boston Red Sox at 7:05 p.m. Thursday at
Hammond Stadium.

sts..

WSU was second with 176.525 and GustavusAdolphus was third (174.7).
Junior's Megan Bondeson and Mamie arys led
the Way for the Warriors.
Bondeson won the floor routine with a score of
9,45, placed second in the all-around competition

6-4, 7-6; Tom Bubinski (UWL) d. Fedor, 6-2, 6-2; Pat Klett
(UWL) d. Kangrgra, 6-3, 6-1; Brendan Cotter (UWL) d.
Schommer, 6-2, 6-3.
Doubles
Lipinski-Fellows (WSU) d. PalmerWebber, 8-5; Fedor-Kangrgra (WSU) d. Dan Grobb-Bubinski,
8-6; Jay Schneider-Klett (UWL) d. Stingley-Schommer, 8-3.
UM-Duluth 6, Winona State 3
Singles
Lipinski (WSU) d. Josh Stokka, 6-4, 6-2; Jeff Skubic
(UMD) d. Fellows, 4-6, 6-2, 6-0; Martin Hedenbergh (UMD)
d. Stingley, 4-6, 6-3, 6-4; Luke Wcindlendt (UMD) d.
Kangrgra, 6-2, 6-1; Fedor (WSU) d. Chris Erickson, 6-4, 6-4;
Tyler Behrends (UMD) d. Josh Schommer, 6-1, 6-1.
Doubles
Skubic-Weindlendt (UMD) d. Lipinski Fellows, 8-4;
Kangrgra-Fedor (WSU) d. Hedenbergh-Erickson, 8-4;
Stokka-Justin Buchmeier (UMD) d. Stingley-Schommer, 8-4.
-

take

second

That will benefit him in the
AFL2, as he will be an offensive
specialist, or what amounts to a
kickoff and punt returner.
- In addition to Walch two other
WSU football players are seeking
professional contracts.
Both 6-foot-6-inch wide receiver
Willie Wilson and 6-3 offensive
tackle made the trip to Indianapolis
for the NFL scouting combine to
work out for pro scouts from all 31
NFL teams.
Mike Kaebisch is the sports editor for the Winonan. He can be
reached via e-mail at mkaebisc4961 @vax2. winona. MR'S. edu.

Thursday vs Luther College
(at the Metrodome)
Men's Basketball

Friday-Saturday
at NSIC Tournament
(St. Paul, Minn.)
Gymnastics
Friday Jefferson invitational vs
UW-La Crosse, UVV-Eau
Claire and UW-Oshkosh
Women's tennis
Saturday vs University of Mary
Men's to
Saturday vs University of Mary
Track and field

Friday-Saturday
at NSIC Indoor
Championships
(Bemidji, Minn.)
*Home events in bold*
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MEXICAN RESTAURANT
1415 Service Dr., Winona, MN (507) 452-8202

Buy Any Entree for Regular
Menu Price, Get the Second
(of equal or lesser value)

HALF PRICET

4
•

+Expires 60 days from 3/1/00 *for WSU students only
The above special not good in conjunction with any other coupon
special*

AAAAAAAAAAAAA ■ 11.1.

SCHOLARSHIPS

with a combined score of 35.375 and placed third on
the bars with a score of 9.0.
Brys Won the all uound competition with scores
of 9,25 on the vault, 9,225 on the beatn, 8.925 on the
bars and 9.225 in the flout routine for .a total of
36.725.
Her score of 9,25 on the vault also earned her a
second-place finish,
Senior Kassv Krocnirq also pertbrined well for
\\''Sti 21S she finished second in the floor exercise
with a score of 9.35,
The Warriors are hack in action Fridav as they the
university of 1Visconsin-La Crosse, UW-Eau Claire
and U\V-Oshkosh as part of the 2000 Jefersorr,,s
Invile at McCown Gymnasium,

HEALTH & HUMAN PERFORMANCE

The Beach sal
Sat.& Sun. 12:45, 4:50 PM
Weekday Twilights 4:50 PM
Evenings 7:15, 9:30 PM

The Whole Nine Yards on
Sat. & Sun 12:45, 2:45, 4:45 PM
Weekday Twilights 4:45 PM
Evenings 7:15, 9:15 PM

Snow Days (PG)
Sat. & Sun 12:30, 2:30, 4:30 PM
Weekday Twilights 4:30
Evenings 7:00, 9:00 PM
Evenings 8:45 PM

Hanging Up

(PG - 13)

Sat. & Sun 12:50, 2:40, 4:30 PM
Weekday Twilights 4:30 PM

HEALTH EDUCATION

Browning Scholarship:
2 available at S650 each

Sat. & Sun 12:30, 2:30, 4:30 PM

McCown Scholarship:

Weekday Twilights 4:30 PM
Evenings 7:00 PM_

S400

The Tigger Movie (G)

The Winonan is looking for
sports writers. If you are a
Winona State University
student and are interested in
writing for the Winonan for
the remainder of this year or
for the 2000-2001 school
year, stop in The Winonan
and fill out an application or
contact sports editor Mike
Kaebisch at 457-5520 for
more information.

SCHOOL & COMMUNITY

Next Friday (a)

Evenings 7:00, 9:00 PM

Continued from Page 7

Baseball

FROM THE DEPT. OF

ST PAUL--- The Winona State University ilyrnnastics team's troubles on the balance beam came
back to haunt them Saturday in a triangular meet with
Harnline University and Gustavus-Adolphus,
The Warriors collected a score 42.6 on the beam,
while tiarnline scored a 44.175 and Cnistav usAdolphus managed a 43 075,
Hamline's score helped pace the Pipers to a first
place team finish with a score of 177.725, while

Kaebisch

(for the week of March 1)

Twins sign nine

WSU falls in season opening matches
The Winona State University men's tennis when they host the University of Mary, North
team opened the season with a trio of losses last Dakota.
week.
Luther 6, Winona State 3
On Feb. 23, the Warriors dropped a pair of
Singles
matches, one to Luther College 6-3 and another to
Mike Lipinski (WSU) d. Kevin Taylor, 6-3, 6-4; Luke
the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse 5-4.
Kleckner (L) d. Chad Fellows, 6-1, 6-2; John Ehtcssabian (L)
WSU then fell to the defending Northern Sun d. Jeff Fedor, 6-2, 6-0; Sharran Srivatssa (L) d. Sean
Intercollegiate Conference champions, the Kangrgra, 6-1, 6-4; Marc Stingley (WSU) d. Arvid Vontaube,
University of Minnesota-Duluth, 6-3 on 6-3, 6-2; Isaac Heacock (L) d. Josh Schommer, 6-4, 6-4.
Doubles
Thursday.
Srivatssa-Vontaube (L) d. Lipinski-Fellows, 8-4; FedorMike Lipinski went undefeated in all three of Kangrgra (WSU) d. Taylor-Ehtessabian, 8-4; Kleckner-Gordie
his matches at No. 1 singles for the Warriors. Jeff Hunter (L) d. Stingley-Schommer, 8-3.
Fedor and Sean Kangrgra also managed to win all
UW-La Crosse 5, Winona State 4
their matches at No. 2 doubles, while Marc
Singles
Stingley finished with two wins in singles play.
Lipinski (WSU) d. Joe Webber, 6-2, 6-4; Matt Palmer
The next action for the Warriors is Saturday (UWL) d. Fellows, 6-3, 6-1; Stingley (WSU) d. Gavin Bobre,

Warrior sports on tap

Scream 3 tit)
Sat. & Sun 1:00, 4:40 PM
Weekday Twilghts 4:40 PM
Evenings 7:10, 9:30 PM

Reindeer Games

(a)

Sat. & Sun. 12:35, 2:30, 4:45 PM
Weekday Twilights 4:45 PM
Evenings 7:10, 9:10 PM
Seat $3.75 before 6:00 PM

PLAY DATES
3-3 to 3-10

Winona
Cinema 7
70 NVest 2nd St.
452-

EXERCISE SCIENCE
Miller Scholarship:
2 available at $500 each

For more information call 457-2600
-orPick-up an application in Memorial 122
Deadline for application and essay:
Monday, March 27, 2000
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Tips on tipping

I

recently read in the paper that
Hillary Rodham Clinton stiffed
TIM
a waitress after eating breakfast
in a New York restaurant. I have to
MILLER
admit this bothered me a little bit.
Not the fact that the story involved
Hillary, although she does bug me.
Editorial
I hope when "Slick Willy" is done
Columnist
;:vith his term the state of New York
realizes the Clintons need to just
go away. But that's not the point of
my editorial. What bothered me was that the waitress didn't get tipped.
Unless you're a server in a restaurant or you have served in the past like
myself, you probably don't realize how stressful of a job waiting tables can
.be. It's not easy. The goal is to make the customer happy every time. Most
of the time you only get one shot. Perfection is practically demanded by
both the customer and management.
While I was dining one time I noticed a customer giving his server a hard
time because she forgot his coleslaw. And when I mean hard time, I mean
being just plain rude. I understand he paid for this coleslaw, but he didn't
have to be such a jerk about it. The restaurant was busy, and she was obviC=ously running from table to table.
I felt bad for this server. She's working her tail off for minimum wage,
and some jerk with a stick up his tail tries to make her feel stupid. Aren't
people great? I wondered why this guy didn't just stay home. If he'd just
done that, he'd have been doing the server and everybody else within
earshot a favor. (Personally, it made me a bit uncomfortable. I hate it when
*•ere is. tension in the room.) But, as in any case, the server had to keep
going back to the table.
I think people need to start cutting some of these servers some slack. Yes,
there are some servers out there who have no business doing what they're
doing, but in general, servers are trying to make the customers happy.
It's been said that waiting tables is one of the most stressful jobs a person can have. A server does more than bring the food to your table. They get
you a drink if and when you need it, often more than once. They make sure
the food is to the customers liking, and if it isn't, they are the ones who fix
the problem (and hear about it as well).
Which brings me to tipping the server. I'm not saying that every server
deserves a tip. Like I said, there are some bad servers out there. But keep in
mind, they work for *minimum wage. They basically work for their tips.
I'm well aware that it's not a requirement to tip, but I think it's the courteous thing to do. If you don't tip anything, you're basically telling them
they stunk. And if the server does stink, there is a pretty good chance they
already know it. (I'm talking from experience here.)
So next time you sit down in a restaurant, give your server a break. Their
job isn't as easy as you may think it is. And try to leave them a tip every
time, even if they made a small mistake, like forgetting your coleslaw.
. And that goes for you as well Hillary.
Tim Miller is an editorial columnist for the Winonan and can be reached
via campus e-mail at tmiller2984.

Letters to
the Editor
Anti-gay harrassment sign of national weakness
Dear Editor,
It is with dismay that I read in
last week's Winonan about incidents
of anti-gay harassment on the
Winona State University campus.
While this sort of thing happens all
too commonly almost everyplace, I
hope our good residence hall staff,
students, faculty and administration
will work together to curb it.
We have done extraordinary
things in this country, and yet we
still suffer the ills of racism, sexism,
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Trust, honesty make 'em or break 'ern
uring college, most professors and employers stress
the importance of learning
by doing. We are instructed to
investigate, experiment and apply
what we've learned. And although
a valuable tool, it is not always the
best.
This weekend, I realized the
value of learning by observation.
Our college social environment
exposes us to many new experiences; some are good, others are
horrendous, but we always learn
from them. During my nearly two
years at Winona State University, I
have observed many relationships
aside from my own — most of them
involving friends who are dating.
After listening to them and
watching them interact with their
significant others, I've learned there
are two types of people in romantic
relationships: Those seeking serious involvement and those looking
for merely a "good time."
Sometimes two similar types meet
and begin a relationship, leaving the

D

anti-semitism and homophobia. In
order to make a truly just society,
we must all work to eliminate them.
Until whites stand up in the name
of racial equality, until men take up
thefight against the abuse of
women, until Christians stand with
Jews to protect our freedom of religion, and until straights take up the
cause of ordinary human rights for
gays and lesbians, we will all suffer.
Drake Hokanson/professor of
mass communication
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Editor-atlarge
outcome of the relationship to
external factors. Other times, people with different intentions meet,
and in order to make the relationship work, they must reach a cornpromise about their level of commitment.
In my experiences with others
I've learned it can be difficult when
the couple does not realize their
compatibility — or lack thereof.
Here is a scenario I have often witnessed among my friends:
Good-looking male with no
intentions of having a serious relationship interacts with trusting and
virtuous female. The two begin a
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not always the partner getting hurt
in the end. The situation can go both
ways. The hard part comes when
the "right” person does come along;
the hurt individual may not see or
realize the potential for a successful
relationship because they have been
hurt so many times in the past.
One of the most important factors in relationships is trust, and it is
difficult enough to gain without
additional barriers. Every time a
person's trust is broken, his or her
expectations about the next person
who comes along become higher.
Think of your own relationship.
To encourage you to prevent this
from happening to you and your
relationship, I pose this question,
"Are you and your boyfriend/girlfrend on the same level of commitment?" If not, try to work out some
sort of Compromise before one of
you ends up getting hurt.
Bill Radde is an editor-at-large
for the Winonan and can be reached
via campus e-mail wradde0163.
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relationship, and the female
believes she is in a serious relationship with Mr. Right, while the male
is just out for a quickie. The female
trusts him . and feels secure — while
he is out getting some action with
various other females and maintaining sexual contact with his girlfriend. The relationship lasts until
the girlfriend has that painstaking
moment of discovering her
wannabe-prince charming has been
fooling around with other women.
The once-trusting female is permanently scarred, while the justdumped male is just short one
access to sexual pleasure. After this
incident the female becomes convinced there are no honest guys out
in the real world. She continues to
be involved in unfulfilling relationships similar to the previous one,
getting hurt until she either finds
someone who loves her back or she
settles for the best she thinks she
can get.
I have witnessed that scenario
time and again, and the female is
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All letters to the editor
be received by the Frid
preceding our Wedne
publication dates.
received after the dea
will be held for pubticati
the following issue unto
instructed otherwise by
author.
To be published letters
from students must inctude
full name, major, year in
school and telephone
number. Letters from
faculty members must
include full name, title o
department and phone
number to be published.
Letters from community
members must include full
name and phone number.
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The grand entrance to the Central United
Methodist Church at 114 West Broadway.
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The altar at St. Stanislaus Catholic Church
in downtown Winona.
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WINONA HAS MORE
THAN 30 CHURCHES
OFFIRING RESIDENTS
AND STUDENTS
PLACES OF REFUGE
AND WORSHIP. THE
1MPRESSNE
ARCHITECTURAL
STYLE AND AESTHETIC
BEAUTY OF THESE
CI-KRCHES ADDS TO
THE OVRALL CI-IAR1Vi
OF THE COMMUNITY.
ONE NEED NOT BE
RELIGIOUS TO
APPRECIATE THE
CHARAC 1 ER OF THESE
GRAND STRUCTURES.

Towering steeples grace many churches in town such as this
one at 8th and Center streets.

Stained glass murals provide an artistic view of the insides of many of
Winona's churches.

St. John's Catholic Church, built in 1886, stands tall at 558
East Broadway.

Domes of St. Stanislaus Catholic Church. Started in 1871, St. Stanislaus
is the oldest Catholic Parish in Winona.

Beauty in churches can be found at all
levels, inside and out.

